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viii PREFATORY NOTICE.

may be questioned whether MR. PATTISON did not

attemptJxx> much in the task which he set himself, and
suit at which he aimed was not beset by

unnecessary hindrances to a felicitous poetical translation.

In presenting his readers with a version of Gaelic Poems,
that conveys not only the substantial but the literal

ing of the originals, and that combines the original
tie for line, with the English element of rhyme,

it is plain that he had one fruitful source of embarrassment
to contend with from which the Bards were free. At the

same time, such as can compare the Translations with the

originals, must acknowledge the remarkable fidelity with
which even the most difficult passages have been rendered;

and, although they may censure the plan on which the

Translations were projected, they will not fail to make
allowance for the difficulties it entailed. Even in this

particular the Translator's aim was high.
"But while anticipating for the volume a hearty

welcome at the hands of all for whom the poetry and
v aetivity of an ancient and kindred people have

attractions, I fear it will give the reader little insight
into the fair proportions of the Translator's mind. Those

.new his d'-votion to English Literature, his accur-

ate and profound acquaintance with its history, his

severe study of its greatest Masters, and the fine

eomliiiiatioii of strength and culture with which he latterly
t '-h> d it, will fed with me that the translation of

try was not a fair test of his literary powers,
and tint IK. amount of success iii it can indicate the full

extent of the loss sustained by us in his death. All who
ndship, are aware that his work
was little more than an effort in

.ah of his studies and pursuits. If I am not
inistak. M, the impulse to it may ! traeed, in a great

i -'id Tales," published l.y .Mr. John
CaiDpl i :i edtOI in the eolleetiou

*'" tli" MR. PATTISON responded by
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PREFATORY NOTICE.

as most in harmony with the natural bent and develop-
ment of his genius, or as the proper fruit of his life's

true work.
" At the time when these Translations were commenced,

his health indeed was such as might well justify him in

making a digression from the main course of his pursuits,
for in youth he possessed the strength and litheness of an
athlete ; but, alas ! the hand of death stayed him, so that

he returned not to the old paths. It may be said that in

what was but an interlude in the great game of life, for

which he had trained himself with rare patience and

fortitude, he sank upon his shield. In this volume,

hastily prepared, we have at once his salutation and
farewell : Moriturus nos salutat.

"We looked for his speaking to us from the heart of

English Literature, with which few men of his years stood

in such close relationship of thought and feeling. Old
letters are beside me still, indicating a genuineness of

discipleship to the leaders of thought in English speech,
Chaucer to Wordsworth and Tennyson, such as

warranted the hope that he would, one day, himself
no a master, the influence of whose teaching would

be felt.

"lie wrote much, that must still be accessible, during
the years in which his reading was most extensive and
his plans were being matured. Even his letters alluding,

y do, from time to time, to the subjects on which
i-} engaged, are themselves full of critical notices and

discussions of points of literary interest, with sonnet or

song, in heroic verse, interspersed by way of

to the prose, ninny of which are worthy of being
recast in a form of greater pei-manenee. Must we despair
of seeing a sele. : .-mains by a kindly

li:incH I cannot but believe that
i would amply justify ! l.e expectations

cmbitier the poignancy of

regrets. I t are already strong in
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by stem inscrutable decree from wider influence. It is

as if the stream that had worn its way from the bosom of

lone hills, and made beautiful its narrow course through

glen and gorge, were of a sudden to slip underground,

disappearing at its broadest and strongest, where the

wild flowers and grasses of the uplands give place to the

green verge of tilled and peopled plains. Their natural

genius, and the discipline they willingly undergo, because

the eye is fixed on some farther goal, having served to

trim their own lifts bark, these men quit us on a voyage
in which we may be borne to them, but from which they
cannot return to us. Such men 'are understood only by
the few who feel their power and influence, as those of a

life rich in its own gifts, and moving altogether, with its

faith, hopes, aims and labours, in a plane higher than

that on which the traffic of ordinary minds is driven.

"It is fortunate for men of this order, especially
fortunate for those of them whose lot is cast in these

exceeding practical times of ours, that they have found a

champion whose shield protects them from the unfeeling

pity of that portion of the world that is busied only with
material interests, as well as from the taunts of all who
measure themselves and others by small successes in

ignoble split res. Of this order Arthur Hallam may now
be regarded as the Representative, and "In Memoriam"

enduring Vindication. To that same order of

. :uid that same band of pure, high-souled, devoted
UK n. whom "(Jod's ordinance of Death" withheld from
the achievement of a distinction commensurate with their

powers, I .. r 1 1 < * M AS PATTISON.

"'Sleep h\\ -t

-tly tender heart in peace:

Sleep till the end, true soul and sweet.'
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XIV BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

After Mr. Pattison's death, the widow and family
removed from Skerrols to Bowmore, and thence to that

charming sea-side villa, Fern Cottage, on a farm called

in Gaelic Rainneach Mhbr. The predecessor of the

Pattisons in this cottage was Mr. Soutar, the father-in-law

of the late Rev. William Barclay, M.A., Free Church

minister of Auldearn, Nairnshire. The Parish School of

Bowmore was about a mile from Fern Cottage. This

school has been successively taught by competent and
successful teachers, such as Dr. MacKintosh MacKay,

^fi/>
Mr. Russell, M.A., Mr. John Taylor, and Mr. David

MacBean, whose son the Rev. John MacBean, M.A.,

^ ,\ is the Free Church minister of the well-known Gaelic

parish of Killin, Perthshire. Special reference may
be made here to two of them. 1. The Rev. M.

MacKay, LL.D., who afterwards rose to be one

of the Moderators of the Assembly of the Free Church
of Scotland, was the literary friend of Sir Walter

Scott, and of that premier of biographers, Mr. John
( libson Lockhart. Dr. MacKay is widely known for his

accurate knowledge of the Gaelic language. When he
was minister of the parish of Laggan in Inverness-shire,
he acted as tutor to Mr. William Forbes Skene, who
afterwards became the celebrated historian of "Celtic

Scotland." Dr. George MacDonald, poet and novelist is a

near relation of Dr. MacKay. 2. Mr. John Taylor, the

rii (1 teacher of the Greek and the Latin classics, whose
two sons, the Rev. M. C. Taylor, D.D., the cultured

Professor of Church History and Divinity in tin 1 Univer-

sity of Edinburgh, :ind the Rev. Duncan Taylor, Avon-
d:ii-. are honoured names in the Established Clinrcli of

Scotland. Thomas Pattison was one of Mr. Taylor's
favourite pupils. First at the Univei>i :i:iburgh,

aii t that of ( Has-'ow. th<

'uted his studies with diligence and
zeal. With his <h-\oti..n t. ancient and modern liter;.;

he gradually lieeame \\ell acquainted with the princes of
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BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH.

and re-appears all through his productions. This very
much accounts for the popular appreciation of his work.

iistinctive adoption of the ennobling principle of

unirersal brotherhood, that "A man's a man for a' that,"

is evinced by the innumerable tributes his literary labours

called forth. In any correct estimate of his work, the

range of his imagination, and the intensity of his emotions

should be carefully considered. This gifted son of Islay,
as a co-worker with other true yokefellows, wrought
nobly for the intellectual awakening, and for the social

advancement of his beloved Celts. "Man's inhumanity
to man'* moved his soul to its depths. Had he lived to

our day, he would certainly have stepped forth as the

unflinching advocate of the people's rights. This trait of

his character very much endeared Mr. Thomas Pattison

to his admirer and publisher, Mr. Archibald Sinclair.

With his enthusiasm in the cause of Celtic literature and

antiquities, Mr. Pattison, if his life had been spared,

might, like his contemporaries Mr. William Black and
Mr. Robert Buchanan, have achieved renown in the

departments of creative effort. In his prose writings he
shows no strivings after the graces of a literary style.
But his Translations of "The Gaelic Bards" into English
verse, although beset by enormous difficulties and

embarrassments, have been executed with marvellous

fidelity and success. They are good specimens of the

author's literary deftness.

Pattison's life-like pen-portraits, in the best pieces of

his Original Poems, remind me of the graphic and vivid

pictures of persons and of places in Pollok's "Course of

Time." Pattison, like Pollok, clearly rings out the
heart-om soling notes of steadfast faith, of fadeless love,
and of deathless hope. The Gaelic Bards, suc-li as

:ultT MacDonald, Duncan Ban Maclntyre, Dugald
Buchanan arid others, besides largely enriching Gaelic
Literatim \\ith admirable original creations of their rich

and well balanced imaginations, caught by their musical
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INTRODUCTION.

Lowlander; and not unfrequently claims for his own wild

melodies and for his rude attempts at lyrical poetry in

the language of the Gael, a large portion of the admiration

.-(1 upon compositions of a totally different origin
haracter. The Lowlanders, while they admit the

claim of the Highlanders, take to themselves the little

that is good in Celtic music and song, in order that with

it they may swell the triumphs of a land, that not being

geographically English, is considered to be Scotch."*

When such utter ignorance, and such absurd mis-

statements, are found in a book which, both from its title

and its subject, ought to show better things when we
know, moreover, that not merely strangers, but the

Scottish people themselves many even of the High-
landers, and almost all the Lowlanders are quite unaware
of the immense mass of popular poetry belonging to their

country, which is treasured in the Gaelic Language, and
do not frequently so much as know the names of poets
whose admirable works should do so much to raise the

* The following letter from Dr. Charles MacKay, who wrote
the introduction to "The Book of Scottish Song," appeared in

the Highlander, May 31, 1873.

REFORM CLUB, LONDON, MAY 24, 1873.

..The Edinburgh correspondence of the Hiyhlumlcr
contains a mention of me, which requires a word, not of con-
tradiction, but of explanation on my part. It is true that twenty
years ago I wrote the sentences which your correspondent quotes

-d i Kit u red condemnation. I have only to plead ignorance
in excuse for the heresy of which I was guilty ; and to confess
that at that time, I knew nothing of the venerable and
beautiful language of my ancestors, and had imbibed erroneous
ideas from the ways of Dr. Johnson and other prejudii-i-d and

i> s 1 am wiser now, and every day discover
1-uauties in the Gaelic, and widely spread proofs of its

influence over all the languages now spoken in Western Europe,
a I hope to be able to prove in my forthcoming volume.
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INTRODUCTION.

most elaborate departments say, that Highland melodies,

when properly played or sung that is with their own

simple and peculiarly expressive character thrilled him

through with an amazing power. He felt as in a moment
surrounded with Highland scenery, its lofty mountains

and sweet glens, its sounding winds and waters, its mists

and varied skies, and old historic associations, and he was

accordingly profoundly affected. I can well understand

this, for no music can be more like a living wail of

sorrow, or a living laugh of joy, than that which melts

our hearts, or makes them dance beneath its magic
influence in the sweet wild notes of the mountain melodies

of the Highlands. For my own part I will yield to no
Scotchmen whatever in admiration of everything that is

good and beautiful, and distinctively characteristic in

Scottish poetry, no matter where or by whom produced;
but I believe there is a chapter, and that not the worst
in it, yet to be added to "The Book of Scottish Song;"
and I believe, when that chapter is added, this book will

contain a treasure of popular national lyrics such as is

by no other nation in the world.

In the following pages I attempt to show, not only
that there is as much Highland poetry, in proportion to

the population, as there is af Lowland poetry, but that it

possesses as much variety, and as high excellence of its

s the Lowland Scottish poetry, of which we are all

ly proud. With regard* to the poetry current at

one time or another in the Highlands, a simple statement
well-known facts will be sufficient to

1 ikingly evident, and to prove that poetic
genius was abundantly 1 by the inhabitants of
the mountain and insular districts of Scotland. In Reid's
"iJibliotli. (Vltiea, an :uvount of all the

been print, d in the ( la-'lir : .-." then- is

ii of fifty-eight differ. of Caelic

taiidng the words of well-known bards, or the.

result of eollert ions made orally throughout the Highlands.
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INTRODUCTION.

collection has ever been or ever can be, although they are,

in a great measure, the compositions of authors who were

quite uneducated, many of whom could neither read nor

write. I am far from saying that they are all equally

good, or that they are all worthy of being translated; but

I can safely assert, that none of them is altogether bad,
and that a good many of them are really of the first

excellence in their class. They range in length from the

heroic or descriptive imaginative chant, sometimes eight
or nine hundred lines long, down to the little lay of

three or four stanzas.

I know that he whowould translate from the Gaelic must
brace up his faculties for the work, or else he had better

let the thing altogether alone. It will not be sufficient

to give a feeble echo of the Highland sentiment, in

dawdling slipshod English, or to dress it in some shabby
threadbare Lowland garb. In every Gaelic song that

deserves translation, there is not merely something that

is good, but something that is characteristic of its birth-

place, and that is not therefore in the English or

Lowland lyric. The air and sun of the great mountains,
and the tuneful sea-lochs, have breathed and shone upon
the poetry of the Highlands, and given its every feature

their own peculiar tan. The translator's difficulty is to

preserve this, and it is no small one. I am well aware of

that
;
but yet I trust, the Highland Poems here rendered,

will be found to retain something of their own look. I

hope that no one who knows them in the original, will

1W1 that they have lost all that is good in their old

expression, when I present them with an English face.

THOMAS PATTISOK
GLASGOW, 1866.
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2 MODERN GAELIC BARDS.

quantity of whisky which being freely dispensed to the

mourners, caused a good deal of excitement that did not

. s pass peaceably away.

When the war of words changed into actual conflict,

and the voice of reason could no longer be heard in the

tumult, then the clergyman dashed in person into the

fray, and settled the disputes on which his pastoral advice

was wasted, by the strength of his right hand the

stoutest combatant, it is affirmed, seeing more than he

quite cared to face, when he found he had to reach his

antagonist through the intervening prowess of his

minister. This strong pacificator, however, laid himself

open to the charge of not dealing with perfect impartiality
in his interference when the men of Moidart, who were

his friends and relatives, happened to quarrel with the

neighbouring men of Suainart
;
who were comparatively

strangers to him, and to his flock. His hand was heavier

on the men cf Suainart than on the men of Moidart.

Such was the well-known "Mr. Alexander," as the son

>f whom, their distinguished poet, Alexander MacDonald,
is always spoken of by the Highlanders.*

Of the poet's own life, very little more than a few

dates, is recorded. Even the date of his birth is nowhere

mentioned; nor do we hear much of his education, though
he was almost the only one of the Gaelic Bards who
received anything like a scholastic training. Not that

* A kindred soul with the above, and also a contemporary of

bin, was a Rev. Mr. Stewart, who followed Viscount Dundee's

army, in 1689. When the Highlanders made their impetuous and
decisive charge at the battle of Killiecrankie, this gentleman,
accompanied them wielding a heavy broad-sword. He used his

weapon with such effect in the battle and
pursuit,

that eleven of
"valists sank beneath its sway. When his excitement

cooled down, however, he found that he could not draw his hand
he basket-hilt of his sword ; nor was it till a friend had cut

throng ,M.ik, that the warlike ecclesiastic was able to

ary appearance.
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that the side of MacDonald's head, which rested on the

ground, became quite grey in a single night
After this, he lived a short time in Edinburgh, teaching

the children of some of his Jacobite friends. But he soon

returned again to the Highlands, where he remained till

his death, which happened (in what year is not stated),

when he had reached " a good old age."

Reid, in his "Bibliotheca Scoto-Celtica," gives a

description of the poet's personal appearance and habits,

which is certainly very far from flattering.
" In person," Mr. Reid says,

" MacDonald was large

and ill-favoured. His features were very coarse and

irregular. His clothes were* very sluggishly put on, and"

generally very dirty. His mouth was continually fringed
with a stream of tobacco-juice, of which he chewed a very

great quantity. His manner of composition was to lie on

his back, in bed in winter, or on the grass in summer,
with a large stone on his breast, muttering to himself in

a low whisper his poetical aspirations."
It is in reference to this and other parts of Reid's

notice of MacDonald, that MacKenzie in his "Beauties of

Gaelic Poetry" says, "Like most men of genius, who
have made some noise in the world, Mac Mhaighstir
Alastair has been much lauded, on the one side, by the

party whose cause he espoused, and as much vilified, and
as much falsified, by the other party. Mr. Reid in his

book, Bibliotheca Scoto-Celtica,' seems to have had his

imformation from the last mentioned source."

Tin- grotesque description of MacDonald then, just

quoted, is probably a total fabrication ;
or at any rate,

a gross caricature by one of his enemies. Who ever

heard of a poet, or any sane man, lying on his back in

his bed, or on the grass, with a stone on his breast when
he was composing ! A small spice of malice, or a drop of

< n\ y ti iinuiiit the 6yes, and a description of Burns might
very readily be given about as bad as the above;

tuting the smell of whisky for tobacco-juice, and
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looked on, with quite the same pride ; though, being
easier understood, and composed altogether in a more

elegant style, they probably impart fully as much

pleasure, both to hearers and readers. Yet, if all Gaelic

poems were to be destroyed, and one only excepted from

the general ruin, I believe the voices of the majority of

Highlanders would fix on "The Birlinn of Clan-Ranald,"
as that one. The reason of this preference, however, may
be those very peculiarities of style and structure, the

tendency of which will be, perhaps, as much to repel as to

attract a stranger, at least, in the outset. I think,

however, no one can read this poem with attention and

intelligence, without deeming it, in every respect as

regards expression, arrangement, conception singularly

original ;
without finding in it much graphic painting

and feeling it to be emphatically lively and energetic.
Such a reader will discover many minute touches in the

poem to please him, though they might escape a more
careless eye : such for instance as the incitement to the
rowers to

" Wound the huge swell 011 the ocean meadow,
Heavy and deep.

"

Or this other,

" Let your fists' broad grasp be whitening
In your rowing!"

Or how the effect of the cry
" Suas oirr' !".

"Hurh the Birlinn through the cold glens,
Loudly snoring."

Or again when they are told in the Boat-song to

"Let the grey sea ever foaming,
!;oulders,

An-1 tip- run-rets irn'un and mingle
Far l.rhind her."
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THE MANNING OF THE BIRLINN.

THE BLESSING OF A SHIP;

Along with an incitement for the sea, that was madefor the

crew of the Birlinn of Clan Ranald.

M;iy God bless the ship of Clan-Ranald*
This first day it floats on the brine,

Himself, and the strong men who guide it,

Whose virtues surpassingly shine !

May the Holy Trinity temper
The stormy breath of the sky,

And sweep smooth the rough swelling waters,
That our port we may draw nigh !

Father ! Creator of ocean,
And each wind that blows from on high J

Bless our slender bark and our heroes ;

Make all ill things pass them by.
Son ! bless thoa our anchor,
Our tackling, helm, and sail

;

Everything on our mast that is hanging,
Till our haven at last we hail.

*In Bishop Carswell's Gaelic Prayer-Book, published in the

year, 1567 the first book ever printed in the Gaelic Language
there occurs a prayer somewhat similar to this one, to be used by
mariners going to sea. It, too, is a prayer to the Trinity ; very
well arranged and expressed, and full of devotional feeling. It
could hardly have been used or appreciated by a wild and savage
people, such as we are sometimes, I think, very incorrectly,
taught to regard the Highlanders of three hundred years ago.

Prayer Book was
reprinted under the editorship of the late

I 'Iii.in.i3 MacLauchlan in 1873. Only two copies of the
first edition were known to exist then.]
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If you only battle it well,

And the sea does not feel that you quail,

She will humble herself in that knowledge,
And her pride to your might will she vail.

Thus confront thy spouse on the land
;

Let her not see thee get weak,

And the chance is she yields in the strife,

Nor such contests will rashly re-seek.

Even so is the mighty deep,

Tho' fierce frenzy her bosom fills
;

She will yield to your might none the less,

As the King of the Universe wills.

THE INCITEMENT TO KOW TO A SAILING PLACE.

To bring the barge so dark and stately,

Whence we 'd sail away ;

Thrust out those tough clubs and unyielding,
Polished bare and grey ;

Those oars well made, smooth-waisted,
Firm and light ;

That row steadily and boldly
From smooth palm to foam white

;

That send the sea in splashing showers

Aloft unto the sky,
And light the brain-fire bright and flashing,

As when coal sparks fly.

With purpose-like blows of the great heavy weapons,
\Vith a powerful sweep,

Wound the huge swell on the ocean meadow,
Rolling and deep.

With your sharp narrow blades white and slender,

ike its big breast;
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For the stout, stiff, manly heroes

Must work untiring,
Should every board of her be quivering,

Round oaken post and iron
;

While oar blades splash among the water,
And knobs clank on her side,

On with such force, you '11 make her course,
With fearless pride.

Strong arms can drive this slender bark

Through the wide deep,

Right in the face of the blue billows'

Rising, bristling heap.
Now for such mettled manly crew,

Our oars to sweep ;

To make the grey-backed eddies whirl

Where their strokes press'd,
And flag not, tire not, drowse not, bend not,

In the storm's rough breast.

Then after the six men and ten are seated at the oars,

in order to row under the wind to the sailing place, let

stout Callum, son of Ranald of the Ocean, shout the

lorram* for her and be seated on the foremost oar, and
let this be it :

Now since you are rank'd in order,
And seem all to be well chosen,
Give her one good plunge, like champions,

Brave and boldly.
Give her one good plunge, &c.

* lorram (pronounced, Yirram) is a boat-song, or an oar-song,
metimes a lament. This double meaning it acquired from

the fact of the lorram being so often chanted in the boats that
I the remains of chiefs and nobles over the western seas to

Ion*.
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Let your set of oars, full sweeping,
Mash the great sea with their vigour,

Going splashing in the wild face

Of the billows.

Going splashing, &c.

Row together, clean and steady,

Cleaving the great swelling water,

"Work with life and work with spirit,

No delaying.
Work with life, &c.

Give a graceful and a strong pull,

Looking oft on one another ;

Wake the force that's in your sinews

All so strongly.
Wake the force, &c.

Be her ribb'd and oaken body
In the wild glens moaning sadly,

And her two thighs ever pounding
Down the surges.
And her two thighs, &c.

Let the ocean, crisp and hoary,
Rise with rough and deep-toned heavings,
And the lofty wailing waters

Shout and welter.

And the lofty, &c.

Let the grey sea, ever foaming,

Splash her forward pressing shoulders,
And the cum-nts groan and mingle

I'm- In-hind her.

And the currents. &c,
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Then was it ordered, after choice had been made, that

every man should look after his own particular charge.

Immediately on this, there was a shout raised for a

steersman to take the helm, in these words :

Let this broad heavy hero sit at the helm,

Powerful, ready;
No dash of the rising or falling sea

Must make him unsteady ;

A well-spread prop full of vigour,

Broad-seated, thick

Stout and sure, and skilful and wary,
Cautious, yet quick.

Never once hasty while watching the canvas,
Which swift winds unfurl.

When he hears the shaggy ridge of the waters'

Roaring whirl,

He '11 smartly keep her narrow head

Against the swirl.

He '11 guide her so that she rocks or reels not
In her tack.

Ruling sail and sheet with eye that windward
Glances back;

He must not lose one finger's fore-joint
Of the right course,

In spite of all the tumbling surges,
And their force.

He '11 beat so boldly, when there's need,
In the wind's eye;

He '11 make each oaken plank and fastening
Creak and cry.

He must not blanch or get confused
With doubts and fears

Not should the sea's grey-headed swell

Rise round his ears.

This stalwart seaman every terror

Must withstand
;
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A thick-set, broad, and craggy champion,
With fingers huge.

The sheet he must be ever guiding
With scrambling force;

When the winds come fiercely blowing,

Pulling well in;

But when it slacks, and lags, and flutters,

He lets free.

THE MAN ORDERED OUT FOR THE EAR-RING.

Let this man who is tight and sturdy,

Handy, nice, and fine,

Work the jib sheet without flinching,
When she nears the wind;

Bring it up and down in order,
To each fitting hold,

As the wind may chance to follow,
Or the hightopp'd wave;

And if he find the tempest rising,
Or loud groaning come,

He '11 bring it, with good grasp heroic,
To the gunwale down.

THE LOOK-OUT ORDERED TO THE FORE.

Now, rising, let this slow man go
Up to the prow;

Our harbour with unerring knowledge
He must show

;

Every art descrying keenly
Whence the wind can blow,

And telling to the steersman surely
The right way to go.

Each landmark he must note and gather
From afar,

Since it, with Him who rules the seasons,
Is our guiding star.
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Then mark keenly if the gusts
Before, or behind it, fly ;

Nor must he let my heedless thoughts

Securely lie,

But wake me up at sight of danger
With an eager cry,

When towards us the drowning waters

Wailing hie
;

He must say,
" The beam's thin head

Quick put about !

"

" A breaking wave !

" with thunderous accents

Must he shout.

He must thus inform me duly
When danger is nigh ;

But let no other weather-watcher

But himself be by,
Nor make confusion, doubt, and tumult,

Through the whole cre\f fly.

A balesman is ordered out
;
in case the sea rush over

her behind and before:

To bale her let this strong man rise,

Active and brave,
Who will not blanch, or yield, or tremble

For the shouting wave
;

Who will not quail, who will not soften

For cold sea or hail,

Though they lash and splash his neck and breast

On the strong gale.
With a thick, round, wooden vessel

In liis horny hand,
He'll let not the inpouring water

( )m- iiioiiH-nt stand
;

II. bmit he'll rigidly discharge it,

Neither faint nor slack,
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Quick as a hare upon the hill-tops,

And the hounds near by.

Tli'-y must climb the hard smooth ropes,

Fine and hempen,
Like a squirrel in the spring-time

Up a tree side.

They must be skilful, hardy, active,

Sure and restless,

And spring to rope, or chain or sail, or any
Needful order,

Guiding the good ship, without weakness,
Of Vic Dhomhnuill.

Now, when everything appertaining to the sailing had

been got under famous regulation, and every gallant hero

drew without softness, without fear, without trembling,
to the exact place where he had been ordered to go, they
raised up the sails about the rising of the sun on the day
of the Feast of St. Bride, and they bore out of Loch-

Ainneart, in Uist, looking southward.

The sun had opened golden yellow,*
From his case.

Though still the sky wore dark and drumly
A scarr'd and frowning face;

Then troubled, tawny, dense, dun bellied,

Scowling and sea-blue
;

Every dye that's in the tartan

O'er it grew.
Far away to the wild westward

Grim it lowered,

Any one who has watched a threatening February morning iu
!u ides, will be at no loss to perceive that this vigorous

description has been taken directly from nature. The varied
' of the sky, and the wild aspect of the sea, are particularly

striking.
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The waves before us shrilly yelling
Raised their high heads hoar,

While those behind, with moaning trumpets,
Gave a bellowing roar.

When we rose up aloft, majestic,
On the heaving swell,

Need was to pull in our canvas

Smart and well.

When she sank down with one huge swallow-

In the hollow glen,

Every sail she bore aloft

Was given to her then.

The drizzling surges high and roaring
Rush'd on us louting;

Long ere they were near us come,
We heard their shouting.

They roll'd sweeping up the little waves,

Scourging them bare.

Till all became one threatening swell,

Our steersman's care.

When down we fell from off the billows'

Towering shaggy edge,
Our keel was well nigh hurled against

The shells and sedge;
The whole sea was lashing, dashing,

All through other.

It kept the seals and mightiest monsters
In a pother.

The fury and the surging of the water,
And our good ship's swift way

Spatter'd their white brains on each billow,
Livid and i^rey.

With piteous wailing and complaining,
All the storm-toss'd horde,

Shouted out " We're now your subjects ;

Drag us on board.
'
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Till with every kind of strain and trouble

We were sore distress'd.

We were blinded with the water

Showering o'er us ever
;

And the awful night like thunder,
And the lightning ceasing never.

The bright fire-balls in our tackling
Flamed and smoked

;

With the smell of burning brimstone

We were well-nigh choked.

All the elements above, below,

Against us wrought ;

Earth and wind, and fire and water,
With us fought.

But when it defied the sea

To make us yield ;

At last, with one bright smile of pity,
Peace with us she seal'd.

But not before our yards were injured,
And our sails were rent,

Our poops were strained, our oars were weaken'd,
All our masts were bent.

Not a stay we had but started,

Our tackling all was wet and splashy,
Nails and couplings twisted, broken.

Feeshie, fashie.*

All the thwarts and all the gunwale
Everywhere confess'd,

And all above and all below,
How sore they had been press'd.

Not a bracket, not a rib,

But the storm had loosed
;

Fore and aft from stem to stern,
All had got confused.

Fiae, false! pronounced as above, occur here in the original.

They are mere expletives, and have no meaning.
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There casting anchor peacefully,
We calmly rode ;

We got meat and drink in plenty,
And there we abode.

THE SUGAR BROOK, f

Passing by the Sugar Brook,
In fragrant morn of May ;

When, like bright shining rosaries,

The dew on green grass lay ;

I heard the Robin's treble,

Deep Richard's bass awake ;

And the shy and blue-winged cuckoo,
Shout "

goog-goo
"
in the brake.

The thrush there threw its steam off,

Upon a stake alone :

And the brown wren so blithesome,
Had music of its own.

The linnet with a jealous bend,
Tuned up his choicest string ;

The black-cock he was croaking,
The hen did hoarsely sing.

The trout kept leaping nimbly,
With merry plunge and play ,*

iAllt an-t r the Sugar Brook, is a small stream in

north west of Argyleshire, that falls into the Sound of Mull.

the
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The wailing swans their murmurs blend,

With birds that float and sing;
Where joins the Sugar Brook the sea,

Their tuneful voices ring.

Softly sweet they bend and breathe,

Through their melodious throat,

Like the mournful, crooked bagpipe,
A sad but pleasing note.

O ! dainty is the graving work,

By Nature near thee wrought !

Whose fertile banks with shining flowers,

And pallid buds are fraught.
The shamrock and the daisy,

Spread o'er thy borders fair,

Like new-made spangles, or like stars,

From out the frosty air.

Ah ! what a charming sight display,

Thy ruddy, rosy braes
;

When sunbeams dye their flowers as bright,
As brilliants all a-blaze :

And what a civil suit they wear,
Of rib-grass and of hay ;

And gay-topt herbs o'er which the birds,

Pour forth their pompous lay.

O Lily ! king of flowers thou
The new rose hast outdone

;

In bunches round of tender hue,
And white-crown like the sun :

To keep the Sugar Brook from harm,
As amulets are given,

Such stars to sparkle where it winds,
Like guiding lights in heaven !
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The corry where the sheep in scores,

Spread with their young away ;

And stretch with fat their bursting skins,

So warm, and white, and grey ;

Thus, good for food and clothing,

Through thy wild glens they go
Thou lovely, lofty corry,

That dost with grace o'erflow.

Thou corry where the ducks and drakes,

And curlews haunt the shore
;

Thou corry which the full grown stags,

And heath-cock wander o'er
;

'Tis time I ceased to number,

Thy many a pleasant show
;

Thine isles, and groves, and grassy plains,
Where milk and honey flow.

Alexander MacDonald lived so long in the small Island

of Canna, that he seems to have come to regard the

mainland of Argyle, at one time, with the eyes and feelings
of an Hebridean

;
as the following poem,

" A Hail to the

Mainland," shows.

The Island of Canna is thus described by Pennant, who
visited it in the year 1775 ;

when it could have changed
but little, if at all. from the appearance it wore in

MacDonald's day:
" As soon as we had time to cast our

eyes about, each shore appeared pleasing to humanity:
verdant and covered with hundreds of cattle

;
both sides

gave a full idea of plenty for the verdure was mixed
with very little rock, aud scarcely any heath

The length of the Island is about three miles, and
the breadth, near one

;
its surface hilly. This was the

property of the Bishop of the Isles
;
but at present, that

of Mr. MacDonald of Clan-Ranald. His factor, a resident

agent, rents most of the Island: paying two guineas for
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HAIL TO THE MAINLAND.

HAIL to thee, thou bonny Mainland !

In the Beltane glowing ;

Golden, sunny, green- clad Mainland !

Rosy burn-banks showing.

Blest with plenty, to thee never

Comes the spring-time trying \

Bird-loved jewelled are thy hill sides,

With green tree-tops sighing.

Thy woods so gay, are surely clad in

Wedding garments fairly ;

Straths and mountains here are lovely,
Glens are tinted rarely.

When the sun-rise gilds the mountains,
Then the bee goes snoring

Ruddy bee that tickles flow'rets,
And hums honey storing.

Now the brisk trout leaps the eddies,
And droll flies keeps chasing ;

While a green flag o'er the fountains,

Every knoll is raising

And buds are swelling, full of fragrance,
Blue, and red, and paly :

Musical the slender sprays are,
Where the birds dance gaily.

Cosy rushy beds the fold has,
In the summer weather

;
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BIRDS.

(FROM THE ODE TO WINTER.)

SORROW lies on the earth all around,
And the hill and the mountain grow bare ;

Fast darkens the face of the ground,
Shorn and bare, faint and withered with care.

All the speckled birds, tuneful and sweet,
Erst that sang from the top of the tree,

Have their pleasant mouth's gagged when we meet ;

They have lost bow and string lost their glee.

The winged folk now of the sky,
Cease their sunny songs here for a space ;

Nor their matins they carol on high,
Nor with vespers the holy eve grace.

But in chill caves all sleepy they stay,
And cow'r cold in the holes of the crag,

Where they miss much the warm glancing ray,
Whose bright sheen made their summer songs flag.

There's a dark frown on Europe throughout
Since the strength of the sun grew so wan,

Whose light spreads such solace about
The Lamp by which all things we scan

;

But when to the Twins he comes back,
And beams on these regions again,

A bright hue the rough hills shall not lack,
Nor the gold gleaming heaps of the main.

And those psalmists, then spotted anew,
In their close leafy pulpits shall stand,

Hymns and praises to sing as their due,
Since the Summer time shines on the land
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MORAG AND OTHER BELLES.

A FACE I never saw,
Since my dawning days

Not one so free of flaw,

Full of glorious grace ;

Though Mally still was mild,
And her cheek like rowans wild,

As fickle as the wind she smiled,

When it drones and strays.

Peggy had a slight
Trace of age's blight j

Marsaly was light,

Full of saucy ways.

Lilly's love was bright,

Though a speck had dimmed her sight,

But they were all as tame and trite

As washing suds to Morag.

It is unfortunate that from the nature of the Song in

Praise of Morag in many respects, a very beautiful one,

from which this short extract is taken a fair translation

of it, as a whole, is a thing on which no one is very likely

to venture. MacDonald was a married man when he saw

the young girl, Morag, whose beauty he celebrates in a

strain very impassioned, though not always very decorous

or refined.

An idea of the poem he produced on the occasion, may
be formed from some of Burns' Songs in which the

rapture, though indubitable, is far from being of the

highest kind with this difference, however, that Burns'

Songs consist of two or three stanzas only, while

MacDonald's is an elaborate composition of about three

hundred and fifty lines in length. It is in a sort of

rhythm peculiar to the Highlands of which a further

account will be given under the head of Maclntyre's
" Ben Dorain."
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to that contained in the Clan Song in "Waverley," "There

is mist on the mountain and night on the vale," that a

reader of Sir Walter Scott's spirited imitation will be able

to form an exceedingly correct notion, both of the nature

of this and all other Clan Songs of the Highlands.
A species of Clan Song also, is Mac Donald's poem

entitled, "The Praise of the Lion," in which he celebrates

so cordially the prowess, valour, and greatness of all the

septs that bore his own distinguished name. It is, at the

same time, no unfair specimen of those War-songs, or

Battle incitements, as they were called, with which the

bards, from very remote ages, used to animate their

friends and kinsmen when about to engage in battle.

Some of these, of an old date, are still extant and well

known. The most extraordinary of them, in every

respect, is one composed by Lachlan Mor MacYurich

Albanich, hereditary bard of Clan-Ranald, and chanted

by him to his clansmen at the battle of Harlaw, 1411.

This most unique production consists of three hundred
and thirty eight lines

;
the theme of the whole being,

" Children of Conn of the hundred fights ! remember
hardihood in the time of battle." Round this theme the

Bard has gathered no fewer than six hundred and fifty

adverbial adjectives, arranged in alphabetical order, and
all bearing a special and bloody reference to the subject
in hand.

The Poem contains nothing else but these adjectives.
There is not much that can be called poetry^bout them ;

but yet, when supplied without hesitation by a good
memory in all their astonishing alliterative array, by a

ready speaker, gifted with a strong and sensitive voice,

they could not but have offered a rare opportunity for

Impetuous, vehement and effective declamation. A man
of good presence, as Lachlan Mor probably was, hurling
them forth in this way on his audience, with flashing eye
and iiTy, and appropriate gesture, must have created no
small stir and excitement among the valiant children of
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THE PRAISE OF THE LION.

To the Air of "Caberfac"

HAIL ! thou rending Lion,

Of matchless force and pompous pirde !

When up thy chieftains roused them,

Gay banners fluttered far and wide.

All thy tribes would gather,
With martial pace and manly grace ;

Then losses came and crosses

On every foe that met with them
;

Their line so splendid, far extended

Fiery, flaming, furious
;

A stormful path, their joyous wrath,
With gory blades carved curious.

With sharp rage, wild war wage,

Heads, and limbs, and trunks they'd hack ;

No soft foe with swords could go
To keep the haughty heroes back.

Wake yet, thou battling Lion !

Wake and rise with sounding stir

So tawny on thy white flag,

With thy badge of heather, sir
;

Raise thy head so airily,

In the blue sky restlessly,

And to the fray, as well 's I may,
Will I go and fight for thee.

Oh ! let me raise the precious praise
Of that head, so royal held

;

This realm is fair, but none hath e'er

Throughout its bonds thy might excell'd :
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That cleft the sturdiest body through

My joy ! I think their pride was grand.

Sufficient, strong, and manly
A daring band, and clannish all

The race of Collai red hand
Full of might and spirits, tall.

Keen their ire as flames of fire,

When March's wind put strength in them
Without failing rust, or ailing,

In the breadth or length of them.

With buoyant life they go to strife,

No dread of wounds can hold them back
;

They need no stain to make them fain,

Hearts, and brains, and reins they whack
;

Heads they sweep off hands and feet off

In the smoke, with battle's mirth

Each one so brave, with hardy glaive,
So manly, sharp, and full of worth.

The lovely race the daring
Well equipp'd in war array,

Their long, smooth muskets wearing,
So deadly in the dread affray ;

With lock, and flint and hammer

Ready trimm'd to give the blow
That sends away the powder grey,

In a bright and fiery glow.
Then bullets red in showers are sped,

Through smoke and roar and lustre quick,
That smash and slay and crush and bray
The cassock'd bodies short and thick

;

With broken bones and piteous groans
On the field they toss and kick,

When like wasps in your strong grasps
You wield your blades, so sharp and slick.
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Many gallant youths beneath thee,

With stout hands and shoulders great,

Go rushing on where honour's won,
For wild fight they're never late :

With steady foot and agile hand

To thrust or cut, each weapon gleams ;

Red on the ground death gasps around,

But gay o'er head the Lion streams.

Thou roaring, frowning Lion !

Who fright and fear canst spread about

Often proved where war has moved,
In furious fight or turbid rout ;

When thy semblance, looking dire,

From the tough staff flutters free,

Then a kindling, troubled fire

On every cheek around we see.

Strong, and steady, stubborn, ready,
Is their rank where strife is hot

;

Fear of foe they never know

They are rocks that tremble not
;

Group'd together, fleeing never,

Unyielding wood of oak are they,
Their shout of triumph 's oft been heard

O'er fields of death where foemen lay.

If violence should assail thee

From strangers' bounds, and seek thy hurt ;

If foemen should draw near thee,

With ill will, and strife, and sturt,

Many an Islay hilt* then,
With a strong smooth blade in it,

*
Islay hilts, invented by a celebrated smith of the name of

MacEachern, who lived in Islay, were famous all over the
Hi-hlands. "Blades with Islay heads," were considered the

Tory finest and most efficient weapons.
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Your anvils strong and precious,

Of true steel that weakens not,

Who always have been faithful,

And word of truth have ne'er forgot j

Hounds of fight, like arrows' flight,

Down with glistening swords you break,

Nor rest a moment till a breach

Through and through your foes you make
;

Trunks are cleft and steel is shaken,
You feel a bloody, bloody thirst

;

Battle raves and whistling glaives,

And dreadful shout around you burst.

There are thousands now in Alba
As stout as are in any land

;

The grey Gaels from Scotia,*
Who cheerful round your colours stand

;

With love of hardy deeds and bold,

They fasten round you steadily,

Where the Lion's furious hold,

And his paws shine bloodily.

Bring with you then your well fed men
Your stately, stalwart heroes show

Your dexterous, lively, active line,

Who with a will to battle go ;

You ne'er were seen where strife was keen,
To blench or shun its reddest tide;

But foes have fled, where'er have been

Their speckled banner fluttering wide !

*
"Scotia," in this last stanza, occurs in the original, but is

printed in italics. The Irish warriors who invaded Britain and

fought with the Romans about the year 360, called themselves

Scoti, a Gaelic word that means warriors. Scotk is an old Gaelic

word signifying
warrior. Caledonia is not a Gaelic name but a

Pictish or Iberian one.
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life of which the Bard himself partook, and even for

these reasons too he will have some hold on the consider-

ation of posterity, and a hold which will not likely

be, at least for a time, a decreasing one. Duncan Ban
is said to have early manifested that strong passion for

field sports which distinguished him to the very last.

As a youth, in his lonely and wild but romantic

habitation, with his strong natural tastes, his inquisitive
and observant mind, and his musical and poetic tempera-

ment, he may be supposed to have passed his time and
nursed his rising genius having the appearance, to a

casual observer, of such another roving young mountaineer

as Captain Dalgetty describes in the grandson of Ranald
Mac Eagh

" a smart and hopeful youth, whom I have

noted to be never without a pebble in his plaid-nook to

fling at whatever might come in his way, being a symbol
that, like David who was accustomed to sling smooth
stones taken from the brook he may afterwards prove
an adventurous warrior." By and by, the pebble in the

plaid-nook would be exchanged for a fishing rod, and then

a gun; for Duncan Ban became a noted marksman in his

maturer years, and was so fond of his guns that he
mentions them very frequently in his poetry, as if they
were dear friends and companions, and composed a song

expressly for each of the three principal weapons of this

sort which he possessed during his life.

His first song was composed 011 a sword with which he
was armed at the battle of Falkirk where he served on
the royalist side as substitute for a neighbouring gentle-
man. This sword the poet lost or threw away in the

retreat. On his return home therefore, the gentleman to

whom it belonged, and whose substitute he had been,
<! ;<> pay the sum for which he had engaged Duncan

Ban to serve in his stead. Duncan consequently com-
1 his Song on "the Battle of the Speckled Kirk"-

as Falkirk is called in Gaelic, in which he good-humour
edly satirised the gentlemen who had sent him to the \\ ar,
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his verses worthy of a wider circulation than his singing
or theirs could give them, and the son of a neighbouring

clergyman, himself afterwards well known as Dr. Stewart

of Luss, one of the translators of the Gaelic Bible, was
at the trouble of taking them down to the poet's own
dictation, with a view to their publication. They were

accordingly printed in Edinburgh, and published in the

year 1768. with the following title: "Gaelic Songs, by
Duncan Maclntyre." They were of course in one volume,
not large, consisting of 162 pages, 12mo.

A second edition, with many additions, appeared in

1790, when the poet travelled over a good part of the

Highlands, disposing of the issue. The third edition

came out in 1804. There have been three editions since

making six in all.* But in the shape of extracts, the

favourite poems like "The last Farewell to the Hills,"

<fec., have appeared in many other books besides. There
are Highlanders too who knew Duncan Ban, and have
learnt to sing his Songs, who never read them at all.

With regard to the poet's personal appearance we know
that he was called Ban, on account of his fair hair ; and
his biographers tell us, that in his youth he was

remarkably handsome. There are still living people who
saw him, and hare a distinct recollection of him as a fine

and striking looking old man venerable and patriarchal,
with his silvery hair and his long pilgrim staff a man to

attract notice, and treated always with the greatest

respect, wherever he was known. It is said he possessed
a very easy and agreeable disposition ; although, when

greatly provoked, he could let his enemies feel the power
of his satire, as may be seen from verses he composed
on an impudent piper, named Uisdean, who lampooned
him he never failed in his attachment or his gratitude
to his friends. " He was like the rest of the poets, very
fond of company and a social glass ;

and was not only

very pleasant over his bottle, but very circumspect."

* A seventh edition was published in 1871.
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The pictures of the external things, animate and

inanimate, with which he was acquainted, are not inferior

for truth, vividness and beauty, to those of any descriptive

poet. His address to his wife Mdiri bhan dy may be

read beside the sweetest and most expressive of the

Lowland lyrics while it certainly breathes a refined

courtesy and a purity of sentiment which these do not

always possess, and which is not in any way insignificant
in such a man, whether taken as an index of his moral

nature, of his intellectual endowments, or of the kindness

of nature in gifting him with such unaffected manliness

and good taste. How much education and more favour-

able circumstances might have done for Duncan Ban

Maclntyre as a poet, it will ever remain impossible to

determine. As it is, his admirers need have no hesitation

in claiming for him a higher and more noticeable place,
than he now possesses, among the " tuneful dead, whose
names are honoured by his nation."

INTRODUCTION TO BEN DORAIN.

IN the celebrated poem which Duncan Ban dedicates to

the hill, Ben Dorain, he throws the whole soul of the

hunter Bard, and true poetic son of nature into his

description of the place and of its sprightly denizens.

This poem, consisting of five hundred and fifty-five lines,

IB the longest of Duncan Ban's compositions. It is

adapted to a pipe tune, into all the varieties of whose
wild rhythm he moulds his language throughout with
such spirit and success, that even considered as a piece of

elaborate versification, carried out to such a length, and
on so unique a plan, it is 110 small feat to have br-u
JK -hit -\rd by such an author, and so circumstanced, that it

was only by crooning it over in his memory he could

give his diction the necessary fini.sh.
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But the troops with bellies white,
When the chase comes into sight,

Then I love to watch their flight,

Going nosily.

The stag is airy, brisk, and light,

And no pomp has he;

Though his garb 's the fashion quite,
Never haughty he:

Yet a mantle's round him spread,
Not soon threadbare, then shed,

And its hue as wax is red

Fairly clothing him.

The delight I felt to rise

At the morning's call !

And to see the troops I prize
The hills thronging all :

Ten score with stately tread,
And with light uplifted head,

Quite unpampered there that fed,

Fond and fawning all.

v

Lightsomely there came
From each clean and shapely frame,

Through their murmuring lips, a tame

Chant, with drawling fall.

In the pool one rolled a low
With the hind one played the beau,

As she trotted to and fro,

Looking saucily.

I would rather have the deer

Gasping moaningly.
Than all Erin's songs to hear

Sung melodiously ;
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The dry bent, the moor grass bare,

With the sappy herbs are there,

That make fat, and full, and fair,

Her plump quarters all.

And those little wells are nigh,
Where the water cresses lie,

Above wine she likes to try
Their waves' solacing ;

Of the rye-grass, twisted rows,
On the rude hill side it grows,

Than of rarest festal shows
Is she fonder far.

The choice increase of the earth

Forms her joyous treat
;

The primrose, St. John's wort,

Tops of gowans sweet,

The new buds of the groves,
The soft heath o'er which she roves,

Are the tit-bits that she loves,

With good cause too.

For speckled, spotted, rare,

Tall, and fine, and fair,

From such food before her there

She grows sonsily ;

And it is still the surest mean
To cure the weak ones and the lean,

Who for any time have been

Wasted, wan, and low.

Soon it would clothe their back
With the garb which most they lack-

That rich fat, which they can pack
Most commodious! \.
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There, till silent night is by,
Never terror counes them nigh,

While beneath the bush they lie

Their known haunt of old.

Let the wild herd seek their bed,
Let them slumber, free of dread,

Where yon mighty moor is spread,
Broad and brawly ;

Where, with joy, I've often spied
The sun colour their red hide,

As they wandered in their pride
O'er Ben Dorain.

INTRODUCTION TO "COIRE CHEATHAICH."

EQUALLY celebrated with Ben Dorain, and an equally

good specimen of Duncan Ban's poetic powers, is the

poem of " Coire Cheathaich," which now follows. These
two poems divide the voices of Gaelic readers as to which
of them is the abler and more finished.

"Coire Cheathaich," however, being divided into stanzas,
almost every one of which contains a complete picture of

its own, has the advantage of being better known perhaps
in some of its parts than Ben Dorain, where the de-

scription is more extended. The verse that speaks of the

salmon leaping over the whirling eddies, is the most
famous thing of its kind in the Gaelic language.

There can hardly be any Highlander, with the slighest
turn for poetry, who has not repeated it approvingly
himself, or been called on by others sometimes to admire
it In about equal esteem, however, are those verses on
the early morning and the singing of the birds

;
and they

are.even more musical with their fine metrical succession
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'Tis a gay clothing, shows off the long plain,
With pastoral smooth grass from side to side

;

A painted garment, by rains well nurtured,
As fair as can be by man descried.

On this side Paris I do not fancy
A brighter raiment hath e'er been seen

;

Oh may it fade not ! and then what fortune

To haunt, at all hours, its varied green.

About Ruadh-Aisridh long locks are hanging
Close, crisp, and clustering, and crested High ;

In every moist spot their tops are waving,
As this or that way the breeze goes by ;

There the straight rye-grass, the twisted hemlock,
The sappy moor-grass that ne'er gets dry,

And the strong bent grow, and close set groundsel,
Beside the dark wood where heroes lie.

The mountain ruin, where lived MacBhaidi,
Is now a desert that howls alone

;

Yet near its white stones is often nurtured

The brown ox, shapely and fully grown ;

The cows with calves there that wander houseless,

Grand-group'd on hill-tops, are often seen
;

Their calves so peaceful, in light and darkness,

Frequent in numbers the south Clach-Fionn.

The garlic chooses the nooks and bendings
Of steps that climb up the mountain-head

;

While the kind sun-slopes are spotted rarely
With countless berries round, ripe or, red :

The dandelion and penny-royal,
And cannach smooth-white, there wave or rest,

As from its broad base, they deck thy mountain,
Unto its lofty and haughty crest.

Tip- tallest crag there is richly coated

With softest mosses above below;
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%

And there his -needy and light-foot gazehound
With bloody fierceness, without a fear

Runs madly, leaping with hardy spirit,

Pursuing boldly his red career.

Within thy lone brakes there never fail'd yet
The fawn, the red stag, the hornless doe

;

So 'twas our glory in sunny morning
Through deer-trod dingles a-hunting go :

Nor would the wild heath e'er leave us lying
Before the rain-storm exposed and bare.

!No ! In the forest were low-browed grottoes,
With well-fenced couches to stretch us there.

Then when the morning's white calm would wake us,

Beneath the steep cliff 'twould charm my ear

To list the moor hen grown hoarse with croaking,
Or courtly red-cock bend murmuring near

;

The lively wren to his own small trump play'd,
And flung his steam off so brisk and boon

j

The starling bustled beside the red -breast,
Who lilted gaily a warbling tune.

All the hill-songsters, in flocking numbers
From leafy branches, there poured their praise ;

First came the gay lark, that noted lyrist,

And shrilly chanted its cheeriest lays ;

The merle and cuckoo, on tall thin tree-tops,
Gave out their music with might and main,

When up this sound rose so light and lovely,
The glen was breathing a choral strain.

Then every corry within the mountain
Sent forth the live things within its bound

;

First, treading proudly, the antler'd red deer

Stepp'd, snorting loudly and looking round
;
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INTRODUCTION TO "MAIRI BHAN OG."

DUNCAN BAN was still a young man when, according to-

his own account, at " the board of the change-house
"
he

first saw "Mairi Bh&n bg," the Bonny Jean of Gaelic poetry,
whose name has been sung in some of the finest and

tenderest, manliest and sincerest of Highland songs.
Duncan Ban at the time of his meeting with her was

somewhat poorer than she was. The father of Mairi

Bhctn had been a baron bailiff a small freeholder, or sort

of under-factor in the neighbourhood, and she, as the poet
tells us, had some cows and calves of her own for her

dowry. He, however, fell in love with her at once, and
for three months suffered a death-pang ;

for he was afraid

she would despise him on account of his want of wealth.

He attempts to excuse his poverty in the first song he

addresses to her, saying that twelve things had kept him

poor; and of these he enumerates ten, viz., drink, the

feast, and weddings, music, manners, purchases, gay
meetings, wooers' gifts, and thoughtlessness and youth.
But Mdiri Bhan had too kind a heart, too fine a nature,
and too delicate a perception to think little of her

admirer because he was not rich. The poet got no reason

to despair, and he soon recovered, under her gentle treat-

ment, fiom his three months' pain.
Buncan Ban represents his young heroine as somewhat

tall and round, and graceful ;
with a profusion of curly

fair hair, a pure complexion, white teeth, fine eyebrows
that knew not a frown, and a mouth from which, of all

others, the mountain lays had the sweetest sound. She
had a good temper, a lively disposition, a light foot, and
a happy heart. So gay was she, she made her love's heart

dance with rapture when she was playful. So winning a

way was hers, she could, when she pleased, draw from
him his dearest secrets; "There was not a thing worth
tlx- tolling Imt she could soon wile me to say." She was

gentle, humane, almsgiving, liberal she was like the
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" On the good thou has done, I'm persuaded

Thy spirit for ever shall feed."

Ami also, notwithstanding all her beauty, with which she

delights every bosom,

" What makes me rate thee the highest
Is that firmness in good which is thine."

Take notice too, how respectful he is with the amiable

young milkmaid,

" When I took her apart for a moment,
To speak of my love and my pride,

My ear caught the fluttering tumult
Of my heart beating fast on my side."

Then there is something very manly and sensible, surely,

as well as affectionate, in his assuring Mairi Bhan,

" Ne'er shall the hearth's harsh wrangling tease thee,
Nor make thy clear temper its prey."

While the deep feeling and delicate pathos of this truly
tender exclamation cannot be overlooked.

" Oh ! could I but take thee and hide thee

In a place well secured from decay."

This is indeed a poem which is altogether very
creditable to its author, and pleasant to comment upon,
in evidence of the goodness of both his head and his

heart.

A SONG TO HIS SPOUSE, NEWLY WEDDED.
Mtiuri Bhftn oy,* thou girl ever thought of,

Still where I am may thou be.

Since the cl- i right, so long wish'd for,

I've got, (l-:i:- \vitv ! over thee.
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In many a way am I favoured,

Such a love as hers to meet
;

When her vows and herself she gives me,
A cheaply bought bargain I greet.

I went to the wood with its saplings,

And glorious it looked all around
;

But my eye caught a spray, all surpassing

High in the dusky shade found ;

It was quite covered over with blossoms

I bent it down to the ground,
And cut it a sad sight for many
But my fate with it was bound.

I cast out my net in true waters,*
And strained hard to draw it to land,

And, lo ! I had caught a bright sea-trout,

That lay like a swan on the strand :

Pleased was my soul with the fortune

That came with such joy to my hand .

My spouse ! thou 'rt the star of the morning !

Blest be thy slumbers and bland !

Thy manners were womanly ever,
Gentle in word and in deed

;

* Water that flows from a spring is called, "true water" in

Gaelic. It shows the originality of Duncan Ban's mind thus to

have drawn his similes from his own occupations, chosen them so

well, and used them so happily. A sea-trout, just fresh from the

ocean, is always pure and bright looking. Any person who has

had the good fortune to eee one caught at the mouth of the sea,

as the darkness came on, will no doubt remember how it flashed

with a silvery lustre among the other fishes, almost indeed " like

the star of the morning." I once saw one caught accidentally in

this way, by some working people who were, with their nets,

dragging a little port near a river for saithe. Whenever the net

touched the shore, the stranger that was entangled in it, leaping
and glittering so lively and bright, attracted every eye, and when
laii'lr-1 it really did lie "like a swan on the strand." Something
of thia sort must have been in Duncan Ban's mind. He had cast
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Yet thy beauties delight every bosom,
So sweetly and softly they shine.

Thy fair hair, close set and excelling,
Rolls in curls and wavelets free

;

Thy features are mild, modest, womanly,
Fine eyebrows, where frowns never be.

A winning blue eye, full, smooth-lidded
;

No fault in thy face I see
;

Thy teeth are strong, white as ivory ;

Thy still mouth speaks modestly.

Thy breast's like the fresh and smooth pebble
That lies on the shore day and night ;

Thy body so slender and stately,
Like cannach is pure and white.

Soft and thin is thy palm, fine thy fingers,
The lady's warm hand, shoulders bright ;

Thy foot in its shoe is close-fitting ;

Graceful thy step is and light.

The lone shieling glen canst thou traverse,
Where the wandering cattle stray ;

At the bend of the river to milk them,
While the calves around thee play ;

Nor less is thy worth near the candle,
In the room that shines like day ;

Sewing thy bands and plain seams,
Or working embroidery gay.

Mild art thou, wife, come from Mam-Charry,
Thy love steals my senses away ;

For a heart such as thine is, Oh ! surely
Small was the price I'd to pay !

The blood of great nobles and famous
Rolls in thy blue pluses' play

l.lo<,d of th,. Kin-, :m ,i Mae-Cailean,
And him \\lu> in Bleat lu-ld the sway
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With a garrison a battery
A rampart tight and good

A castle and great houses

Where camps right often stood.

A royal camp stood often here
;

And beautiful 't would be,

With troops of horsemen plentiful,
To guard it faithfully ;

And everyone so disciplined
In every art of war

Before you got a rank like theirs

You might search near and far.

Here's many a gallant gentleman
Who is polished and well-bred,

Wears powder plaster'd on his hair

To the crown of his head
;

With folds and plaits, and many curls,

Well-woven, over-spread ;

And, on the top, a bunch like silk

When the card has smooth'd its thread !

There's many a noble lady
A poor man here may meet,

In gown of silk and satin

That sweeps along the street
;

And every pretty thing wears stays,
To keep her straight and spare ;

And beauty spots on her fair face,

To make her still more rare.

Each one, as well becomes her,
Polite among the rest ;

And proud, and rich, and ribbony,
And round and gaily dress'd :
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They've bridled him and saddled him,
And set the King* thereon,

Whose was the right of all these realms,

Though they banish'd far his son.

The great House of the Parliament
Is worthy a good view

;

There reasonable gentlemen
Deliver judgments true :

They have a power given them,
Will last them many a day

To hang the faulty up on high,
And let the good away.

And here a Healing-house I see,

Where the best Leeches go ;

And cure each kind of suffering
That limb and body know :

The man who is in want of health,
Whom Leeches long attend,

Here is the place for him to come,
And keep him from his end.

Dunedin is a bonny place
In far more ways than one

A town that must not yield to it

In this whole realm is none.

So many gentlemen are there,
Of tribute-raising line

Men who may daily quench their thirst

With the good Spanish wine.

* The Statue of King Charles the Second, in the Parliament

Square, is here referred to, although l>une;m Ban speaks of it as

if it were that .!' Kin- James the
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In little level inches,*
Where the seed-corn is sown

;

And where the ripening crop gets white,

As curds upon the whey,
Productive, sappy, wholesome,

In regular array.

In winter was it cheerful.

Such sports in weddings gave,
When all, without a heavy thought,

Heard the smooth pibrochs rave
;

While fiddlers on the lively strings,

The dance-tunes played so well
;

And damsels lent their voices,

The cheerful sound to swell.

The spring-water salmon there

Winds all the streamlets through ;

Hill-birds are there in numbers,
And thousand black-cocks too.

The small doe paws beside her kid,

And strong bucks not a few,
In that Glen's wild forest scenes,

The gallant youths pursue,

Then when we all drew homeward
It was our pleasant way,

To gather to the tavern

For dance and song and play.
Cordial one to another,
The hides for pay were near ;

So when they cried " Another stoup,"
No hunter felt a fear.

* Inches in Gaelic, Innis sometimes an Island sometimes
choice pasture land, such especially as the green round flats on
the banks of a river.
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Tis the right fashion in the tavern,

With great might it fills the breast

He who does not like the brandy,
Abuses us because we taste.

But the boon companion says thus,
" Fill again the cup I pray

Much the jovial drink upbraids me,
But my thirst will not away."

INTRODUCTION TO
"LAST FAREWELL TO THE HILLS."

DUNCAN BAN visited the Highlands after an absence of

many years, and spent a whole autumn day in wandering,
with melancholy pleasure, over Ben Dorain, whose
beauties and delights he had, years before, sung and
celebrated so joyously in his longest poem. It was one of

the favourite haunts of his youth, and vigorous manhood.
Near it he was born

;
on it he had a thousand times

hunted the deer, feeding his thoughts meanwhile with

music taken from the bards of other days, or drawn from

the sweet, unpretending fountain of his own inspiration.
Then his heart was full of life, his mind and body over-

flowing with energy. Then the fresh breath of young
vitality played about his nostrils like a mellow breeze of

summer, singing down the rude, rough gorge, and waving
the green heather, and then the wild hill and its environs

were oft times trod by gallant, friendly youths, and
sometimes cheered by the sweet lilt of kind, warm-hearted
women. Bat now the whole was changed. The poet

!f was getting old. He could run, and leap, and

press the heady chase no more. The mirthful shieling
had vanished, and the song of the women was terribly
and solemnly silent. Tin* friends of his youth, with

whom he had trod the wide stretching moor so often
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Why, or by whom this day is so carefully noted/does not

appear ;
but this is the only one of Duncan, BanVcom-

positions which is so accurately dated.

THE LAST FAREWELL TO THE HILLS.

BEX DORAIN I saw yesterday,
And trod its gorges grey,

Amid its well-known dells and glens,
No strangers did I stray ;

And think how joyful 'twas of yore,
To seek that mountain high,

As the sun shone o'er the morning hoar,
And the deer were belling by.

How charming was their lordly herd,
When loud they rushed away,

While fawn and doe they scarcely stirred,

Where by the fount they lay ;

Then did the roe-buck bellow round,
The black-cock, red-cock crow,

I think, than these, no sweeter sound
Can morning ever know.

How cheerfully I rose and went
The rugged brakes to roam,

I sought them early, but unspent,

Though late I wandered home
;

For the breath of those great mountains,
Was health and strength to me,

And a fresh draught from the fountains,
Like a new life would be.

And once I stayed a little while,
In a gay shieling near,
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In that belief content I live,

Though far from rich I be,

For George's daughter* still will give,

I hope, my bread to me.

And yesterday I trod yon moor
How many a thought it moved!

The friends I walked with there of old

Where were those friends I loved!

I looked and looked, and sheep, sheep still

Were all that I could see :

A change had struck the very hill

world ! deceiving me.

As I turned round from side to side,

Oh dear ! I felt not gay ;

The heather's bloom, the greenwood's pride,
The old men were away :

There was not left one antlered stag,
There was not left a roe

;

No bird to fill the hunter's bag
Such old things all must go.

Then wild heath forest, fare-you-well,
Ye wonderful bright hills

;

Farewell sweet spring and grassy dell

Farewell the running rills,

Farewell vast deserts, mountains grand,
With peaks the clouds that sever

;

Scenes of past pleasures pure and bland

Farewell, farewell for ever !

*
"George's daughter" was the musket which he carried in

King George's name, as a member of the city-guard. The gun
which he used among the hills lie called,

' ' NIC Coiseam,
"

or
" Coiseam's daughter.

" He composed a characteristic song to

both these weapons.
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Buchanan's parents, who were in pretty easy circum-

stances, appear to have given their children as fair an

amount of education as the Highlands could afford in

their day : Dugald, particularly, was so well grounded
that at the age of twelve years he was considered qualified

to look after the education of a young family who lived

at some distance from his father's farm of Ardoch. In

his Memoir he adverts to this circumstance as follows :

" When about twelve years of age I was called to a

family for the purpose of teaching the children to read
;

for at that time I was sufficiently qualified to read the

Bible. This family, into which I came, was singular for

every species of wickedness
;

each one of its members

exceeding the other in cursing, swearing, and other vices,

with the exception of the mistress who, I believe, feared

the Lord. She was like Lot in Sodom. I was scarcely a

month in this family when I learned to speak the language
of Ashdod ; yea, in a short time I exceeded every one of

themselves so much so that I could not speak without

uttering oaths and imprecations, and rny conscience being
lulled asleep, I sinned without restraint, except occasion-

ally when I would think of death."

After leaving this situation, Buchanan attended school

at his native village for two years, and was then removed
to Stirling for other two years, and afterwards sent to

Edinburgh for six months, that he might enjoy the benefit

of the superior means of education these places possessed.
His father, at this time, is said to have intended him for

a profession, but changed his mind in consequence of his

son's loose and reckless habits, arid unsettled principles.
He urged on him therefore to make choice of some trade,
which Buchanan at last did binding himself apprentice
for three years to a relative of his own, a house-

carpenter at Kippen. He quarrelled with his master,

however, before his term was out, and leaving him, went
to Dumbarton, where he engaged with some other person
in the same trade. He does not seem to have remained
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preacher of the Church of Scotland; but there were

technical difficulties in the way of meeting this wish, and

so the matter dropt. Nor was the modest poet himself

at all disconcerted at this issue to the well-meant

kindness of his friends.

Buchanan was in Edinburgh in 1766, superintending
the printing of the Gaelic New Testament. While in

that city he took the opportunity offered him of increas-

ing his knowledge and cultivating his mind, by attending
the classes for Natural Philosophy, Anatomy, and

Astronomy, at the University.

In 1768 he died of fever, in the fifty- second year of his

age. In May of that year he returned home from a long

journey, to find his family suffering from this disorder,

which soon seized upon himself. All his children, his two

servants, and himself, were ill at the same time. His
wife then about to be confined, could get no one to assist

her in attending on them
;

so great was the dread of

infection entertained by their neighbours. In his de-

lirium Buchanan frequently sang psalms, and spoke of

the Lamb in the midst of the throne. On the second of

June he died.

In Reid's " Bibliotheca Scoto-Celtica," it is asserted,

that the poet's whole family, six in number, was carried

off by the same fever, and at the same time as their father.

But this is a mistake. Buchanan left two sons and two

daughters behind him one of the latter was alive

in 1836.

In person Buchanan was considerably above the middle

size, and of a dark complexion. His face is said to have

been very expressive of kindness and benevolence, es-

pecially on a near view. Among his familiar acquaintance
he was cheerful and sociable ;

his company being much

sought after on account of his stock of pleasant anecdotes,
and generally intelligent conversation. His usual dress was
a blue bonnet and a black suit, over which he often wore
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a thing as servile imitation. But he is the only one

of the Highland poets whose works display any trace of

their author's English reading. He was, however, the

one who, if not the most learned in some points, was at

least the best informed, probably of them all.

There is a letter of Buchanan's extant, a somewhat
remarkable production, published originally in a volume
of "Consolatory Letters, addressed to bereaved mourners,"
collected and edited by Dr. Erskine, one of the ministers

of Edinburgh in the last century. In this letter we find

Milton quoted, a work of Dr. Watts referred to, and the

following passage which contains, either a striking, un-

designed coincidence with part of Constance's lamentation

for Arthur in -''King John," or manifests some sort of

acquaintance with Shakespeare. The letter is addressed

to friends of Buchanan's who had lately lost one of their

children, and the poet writes thus: "Our memories,
treacherous enough on other occasions, here are over-

faithful, and cruelly muster up in a long succession all the

amiable qualities of our departed friends, and thus tear

open our wounds to bleed afresh. Imagination is set to

work, and stuffs up their empty gai-merits in their former
shape, when we miss them at bed or table." In like

mariner, but in no better terms, Constance says, almost in

the same words however,

"Grief stuffs out his vacant garments with his form."

Dugald Buchanan's "
Spiritual Songs

"
exhibit, on the

whole, great vigour of thought and expression, and bear

the stamp of a solid understanding, and of an imagination

capable of lofty excitement. Perhaps the best and most
characteristic of his productions is the poem of " The

Skull," from which an extract is here given :
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Come thou grave-digger near,

Come and tell in my ear

Whose it is I have got in my hand
;

Till I question the head

Of the life it once led,

Though little 'twill heed my demand.

Wert thou once some young maid
In beauty arrayed,

And virtuous and pure in thy ways,
With thy charms fairly set,

To ensnare like a net,

The hearts of the young with their grace

And now those bright charms,
That woke love's sweet alarms,

Are thus loathsome to every one.

Out, out on the grave.
That spoiled thee so bare

Of that beauty such triumphs that won.

Or wert thou the Leech,
Who thy patients could teach

Every ache, every pain to allay

Boasting elate,

Thy specific so great,
That could snatch from Death's hand his prey ]

Alas ! and that power
Was lost in the hour

When relief thy own sickness did crave

And then all thy skill,

In the bolus and pill,

Could not keep thee a day from thy grave.
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Now the poor drudge,
Free of rent and of judge,

Unrespecting lies down by thy side :

Great praise be to Death,
Who so soon stopt thy breath,

Nor 'neath the sod suffered thy pride.

Or once in this head
Was godly faith fed

Didst thou walk in the way of the wise
;

Then, though thou liest there,

So naked and bare,
Without nose or tongue or eyes.

Be bold, do not grieve,
For yet thou shalt leave

At the sound of the trumpet blast,

This baseness behind,
With the earth-worm that's blind,

When the grave and its power is past.

The opening stanzas of Buchanan's Spiritual Song,
called "Winter," are as follows. After giving a de-

scription of the season, the poet moralizes over it, and

applies it according to his manner:

The Summer now leaves us,

And near Winter grieves us

Vegetation's true foe
;

For our havoc who 's braced,
When for spoil thus he rises,

All grace he despises,
Free of softness and pity,

Full of plunder and waste.
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Now shrink within its burning breast,

And boiling, thread the mountain side.

How the world quakes ! Lo ! the great stones

And rocks that fall from off the hill
;

Oh ! hear those heavy, deadly groans
That through its bursting bosom thrill.

There the blue curtain from the sun,

That, cloak-like, round the globe was spread,
In fierce fire shrivels up, undone,

Like a thin leaf on embers red.

And dense clouds choke the air throughout,
With dark smoke-heaps about it wound,

For which the flames, far-flashing, spout
In curls that wreath and twirl around.

And over all the earth there rise

Dread and loud-sounding thunder peals,
Whose lightning, with the glorious skies,

Like sparks with the dry heather deals.

But more to swell the tumult yet
From all their arts the strong winds stray,

Like angels for destruction met,
And haste this wasting work each way !

" The Day of Judgment," consisting of one hundred
and twenty-seven verses, in the measure given above, is

the longest of Buchanan's poems. From what an early

period that theme occupied his mind will appear from the

following extract from his " Memoirs :

" " Then the
Lord began to visit me witli terrible visions dreams in

the night which greatly frightened me. I always
dreamed that the day of judgment was come, that Christ

appeared in the clouds to judge the world
;
that all the
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even more sublime,
" and this is it," he said. We have

been told that he was a man on whom anything great or

touching made a visible impression, causing him often

even to shed tears; so, he no doubt, repeated very

effectively those solemn verses :
" And I saw a great

white throne, and him that sat on it, from whose face

the earth and the heaven fled away ;
and there was found no

place for them. And I saw the dead, small and great, stand

before God ;
and the books were opened : and another

book was opened, which is the book of life : And the

dead were judged out of those things which were written

in the books, according to their works. And the sea gave

up the dead which were in it : and death and hell de-

livered up the dead which were in them
;
and they were

judged every man according to their works." Rev. xx. 11-

13. Htfme said, "That is the Bible, sir. Yes, it is very

sublime; but itnever somehow struck me so forciblybefore."

Buchanan, in his "
Memoir," tells us of his lying awake

a whole night in great terror during a storm of thunder,

lightning, and hail, expecting every moment that the heav-

ens were to open and the Judge to appear. He refers very

frequently throughout the book to the same subject, so

much so indeed as to show clearly that it was from first to

last his great point of contact with the invisible world.

[In the life of the Rev. Alexander Duff, D.D., LL.D., the prince
of Indian Missionaries, it is stated: that "one of his constant

schoolmasters out of school was the Gaelic poet, Dugald
Buchanan, Catechist in the neighbouring Raunoch a century
before, who has been well described as a sort of Highland
repetition of John Bunyan in his spiritual experiences. The
fire, the glow, of the missionary's genius was Celtic by nature,
and by training. The fuel that kept the fire from smouldering
away in a passive pensiveness was the prophetic denunciation,
varied only by the subtle irony, of poems like "Latha 'Bhreith-

eanais" The, Day of Judtjcm"nt, and "An Claigeaim" The
>'kull. The boy's great and fearful delight was to hear the

Gaelic lamentations and poems of Buchanan, which have attain-

ed a popularity second only to the misty visions of Ossian read

or rehearsed by his father and others who had committed them
to memory."]
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Scotland. And iinally, Sir Walter Scott* himself re-

viewed, in "The Quarterly," Dr. Mackay's edition of

Hob Donn's works, and gave his opinion that this

illiterate herdsman was entitled to a place among the true

sons of song. Rob Donn was certainly a very shrewd,

clear-sighted mortal, with a certain musical turn in his

mind, and with no contemptible powers of satire. That
he was a poet no one can doubt who knows his wit, his

point, and his sharpness. But even the verdict of Sir

Walter cannot blind us to the fact, that Rob was not a

man of lofty character, that he was somewhat wanting
perhaps in deep feeling, and that, consequently, he had
no very high powers of imagination. Very few, if any,
of his own countrymen will be inclined to place him on
the same pedestal with MacDonald or Maclntyre, but all

are ready to acknowledge in him a sensible, intelligent,
and remarkable man, with a really refreshing and in-

fluential gift of song.

1 he following pithy little poem entitled,
" The Greedy

Man and the World complaining against one another,"

may pass for a specimen of his satires. The Greedy Man
opens the dialogue thus :

GREEDY MAN.

Grudging art thou, O World ! and always art so,

Parting with those who have no wish to part so
;

The man whose greedy passions tie a string to thee,
Falls on his back with nothing when he pulls it free.

*!>r. MaoKintosh MacKay's visit to Sir Walter Scott, at

Abbotsford, in May, 1831, was the occasion of introducing to
the notice of Lockhart the poems of Rob Donn, and this led to
the well known review in the (Jiuu-tri-ly of July, 1S31. This

A has often been ascribed to Scott, but was really written

by Lockhart.
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THE SHIELING SONG.

OH ! sad is the shieling,
And gone are its joys !

Ail harsh and unfeeling
To me now its noise,

Since Anna who warbled
As sweet as the merle

Forsook me my honey-mouth'd,
Merry-lipped girl !

Heich ! how I sigh ;

While the hour

Lazily, lonelily,

Sadly, goes by !

Last week, as I wander'd

Up past the old trees,
I mourn 'd, while I ponder'd,
What changes one sees !

Just then the fair stranger
Walk'd by with my dear

Dreaming, unthinking,
I had wander'd too near,

Till,
" Heich ! then I cried,-

When I saw
The girl, with her lover, draw

Close to my side

"
Anna, the yellow-hair'd,
Dost thou not see

How thy love uniinpair'd
Wearieth me ?

'Twas as strong in my absence,
When himish'd from thee

As
heart-stirring, powerful,

Deep as you
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But the dear known direction

My thoughts ever flee.

Heich ! when we stray'd
Far away,

Where soft shone the summer day
Through the green shade.

The airy, haughty, heartless coquette of this little

ballad is sketched with considerable spirit. "Ha! ha! ha!

Are you ill 1" is a touch of Nature. One sees the poor
disconsolate bard standing bewildered before her without

a word in his head so utterly cast down is he at the ill-

placed mirth and cruel triumph of his fair-haired beauty.
He has contrived, however, to make the lady show a little

pique too,
" If love seeks to kill you bah ! small is his

skill !

"
as if to console himself with the idea that his old

favourite was not so utterly destitute of feeling, nor her

old love, after all, so easily cast off without leaving a

trace behind.

It would not perhaps be altogether unsatisfactory to

know that "
Anna, the yellow-hair'd," met with some

little bit of a disappointment herself in the end, in spite
of her vaunted powers of attracting six lovers in one year,

and such is said to have been the case. A Gaelic note

to this song declares that she married the fair-haired

carpenter, but led an unhappy life with him, and never

quite recovered her old spirits after the memorable parting
at the shieling, recorded above.

The date of the following song is 1784. On the day
when the news of the death of Henry Pelham, the prime
minister, reached Durness, Rob Donn sallied forth among
the neighbouring mountains in search of deer. After

wandering about the whole day he found himself towards

evening in a very remote glen, far from any human
habitation, except one where lay a solitary old man suffer-

ing fearfully from asthma. The gloom of night, the
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Oh ! if we believed thee

Not blind should we go,
When there 's none of mankind
You disdain to lay low

;

High and mean dost thou take them-
That byeword is true

Yonder's Pelharn the high one,
And here lies poor Hugh.

You come in the one way
Great griefs then arise

;

You come in the other,
And nobody sighs ;

Yet who can repose him
Where you ne'er pursue,

In a golden mean careless

'Twixt Pelham and Hugh.

They drop all around,
As if struck down with ball

;

The report is our warning,
And loud is its call :

Thou, the least among many,
Hast thou heard of poor Hugh 1

Thou, our chief man, forget not

Pelham, grander than you !

Oh ! should we not tremble all

Brethren and friends,
When we're thus like the candle

That's burnt at both ends 1

Where in all this wide world
Was one meaner than Hugh 1

And the court the great Pelham
But one higher knew.
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plaintive ;
never aiming at great things, nor reaching

lofty heights. In his system of versification he is

generally even more elaborate, and always quite as

successful as any of his compeers. In his descriptions of

nature he is very sweet and pretty ;
but throughout all

his poetry there appears that soft shade, along with that

lack of vehemence and vigour, so observable in most of

those poets who die young.
William Boss is said to have been disappointed in love,

and to have suffered such grief in consequence that it

shortened his life. After having been sometime confined

to bed, he rose one fine evening in May, and strolling out,
full of melancholy reflections, sat beneath a tree on which
a cuckoo soon settled, and began to shout over his head.

The beauty of the evening, the stillness of the scene, and
the sweet voice of the spring-bird, together with his own
sad condition, filled the heart of the poet and melted it,

until it flowed spontaneously in the following strain.

The poem is called,
" The Cuckoo on the tree." In it its

author probably bade farewell both to love and poetry.
He speaks of the loss of his mistress, and of his own
approaching death, with sweet and tender pathos in

diction that possesses his customary finish, and in a style
that is pervaded by his usual elegance and grace. The

beginning of the fifth stanza, with its pastoral beauty,
reminds one of Solomon's song especially the fourth

line :

The curl of her hair was so graceful and fair,
Its lid for her eye a sweet warden

;

Her cheeks they are bright, and her breast limy white,
And her breath like the breexe o'er a garden.

But altogether indeed the poem has no little beauty. It

iniirht !.
roiiip.-iivd, or rather perhaps contrasted with

l-.-tt
h'-t :< and imaginative "Ode to the Nightingale,"

as at least the circumstances of the two poets, if not their
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Yet nought to me but a sting all her bright beauties bring
I droop with decay, and I languish :

There *s a pain at my heart like a pitiless dart,

And I waste all away with anguish.

She has stolen the hue on my young cheeks that grew,
And much she has caused my sorrow

;

Unless now she renew with her kindness that hue,

Death will soon bid me,
" Good morrow !

"

The curl of her hair was so graceful and fair,

Its lid for her eye a sweet warden
;

Her cheek it was bright, and her breast limy white,

And her breath like the breeze o'er a garden.
Till they lay down my head in its stone-guarded bed

The force of these charms I feel daily,

While I think of the mirth in the woods that had birth ;

When she laughed and sported gaily.

Her mouth was so sweet, and her teeth white and neat
;

Her eyes like the sloeberry shining :

How well will she wear, with her matronly air,

The kerchief where nobles are dining !

Oh ! if she could feel the like ardour and zeal

Which so long in my breast have been glowing ;

And if she were mine, with the blessing divine,

I might turn from the way I am going.

Softly, some day, will they make in the clay

My bed, since her coldness so tries me
;

I Ve wanted her long, and my love has been strong,
And the greenwood bough still denies me.

If she were thus low, with what haste should I go
To ask how the maiden was faring :

Now short the delay till a mournful array
The brink of my grave will be bearing !
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The song here given was composed by Mary MacLeod,
on her being banished from Dunvegan, for some real or

imaginary offence, by the arbitrary young Chief, whose

praises she sings with such delight and enthusiasm, as

sitting by the sea-side in Mull, her heart is oppressed by
the thought of her absence from her beloved Skye, and
from his gracious presence, who was to her its hero and
its sun. It is satisfactory to know that the young gentle-
man of whom poor Mary has given so flattering a portrait

probably his only remaining title to consideration

relented sufficiently at the sound of his own praises, or in

respect for the genius of his clanswoman, that he gave her

permission to return forthwith to his dominions, and he
even sent a boat to bring her back. He is said to have
been particularly good to the affectionate poetess ever after.

MACLEOD'S DITTY.

ALONE on the hill- top,

Sadly and silently,
Downward on Islay
And over the sea

I look and I wonder
How time hath deceived me :

A stranger in Muile*
Who ne'er thought to be.

Ne'er thought it, my island !

Where rests the deep dark shade

Thy grand mossy mountains
For ages have made

God bless thee, and prosper !

Thy chief of the sharp blade,
All over these islands,

His fame never fade !

* Mull.
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O banner'd Clan Ruari !

Whose loss is my woe,
Of this chief who survives

May I ne'er hear he 's low
;

But, darling of mortals !

From him though I go,

Long the shapeliest, comliest

Form may he show !

The shapeliest, comliest

Faultless in bearing

Cheerful, cordial, and kind,

The red and white wearing,
Well looks the blue-eyed chief ;

Blue, bright, and daring,
His eye o'er his red cheek shines,

Blue, bright, calmly daring.

His red cheek shines,

Like hip on the brier-tree,

'Neath the choicest of curly hair

Waving and free.

A warm hearth, a drinking cup,
Meat shall he see,

And a choice of good armour
Whoe'er visits thee.

Drinking-horns, trenchers bright,
And arms old and new

;

Long, narrow-bladed swords,

Cold, clear, and blue

Tin-so are seen in thy mansion,
With riilcs und carbines, too

;

And hempen-strung long-bows,
Of hard, healthy yew.
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MSCGREGOR'S LULLSBY.

"ON the sixteenth of June, 1552," says the curate of

Fortingall,
" Duncan MacGregor and his sons, Gregor and

Malcolm Roy, were beheaded by Colin Campbell of

Glenurchy, Campbell of Glenlyon, and Menzies of

Rannoch." * The authoress of the following ballad was a

daughter of Colin Campbell of Glenurchy. and the wife of

Gregor MacGregor, whose death she so feelingly laments.

The Black Duncan mentioned was her brother. He was
called "Donnachadhdubh a' Churraichd," or Black Duncan
of the Cowl, from some peculiar head-dress he was in the

habit of wealing, and in which it is said he is represented
in his picture, still preserved at Taymouth Castle. This

chief, the seventh laird of Glenurchy, was a man of some
mark in his day. He played his part in the fierce politics

of the time, and managed his own estate, as is seen from

contemporary records, in a very businesslike and careful

manner. Like his unfortunate sister, however, he had
also something of a finer turn. " Black Duncan," says
Professor limes,

" had a taste for books read history and
romance and is not quite free from a suspicion of having
dabbled in verse himself." Although his sister does not

spare him in her denunciation of her kindred, he must
have been quite scatheless of causing her sufferings, for

he appears to have been only seven years old when Gregor
MacGregor was executed. Duncan Laideus, alias Mac-

Gregor, father of this Gregor, has had his name, some
time or other, put at the head of an interesting old

Scottish Poem, from which Professor Innes gives some

very pleasing extracts. It is called " Duncan Laideus,

alias MacGregor's Testament," and is
" found written on

the blank leaves at the end of one of the copies of the

romance of Alexander," a favourite book with " Black
J>uncan of the Cowl."

* Sketches of early Scottish History, page 355, &c.
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I could Colin shut in prison,
And Black Duncan put in ward,

Every Campbell now in Bealach,
Bind with handcuffs, close and hard.

Ochan, ochan, &c.

When I reached the plain of Bealach,
I got there, nor rest, nor calm

;

But my hair I tore in pieces,
Wore the skin from off each palm !

Ochan, ochan, <fcc.

Oh ! could I fly up with the skylark
Had I Gregor's strength in hand

;

The highest stone that's in yon castle

Should lie lowest on the land.

Ochan, ochan, <fec.

Would I saw Finlarig blazing,
And the smoke of Bealach smelled,

So that fair, soft-handed Gregor
In these arms once more I held.

Ochan, ochan, <kc.

While the rest have all got lovers

Now a lover have I none
;

My fair blossom, fresh and fragrant,
Withers on the ground alone.

Ochan, ochan, &c.

While all other wives the night-time
Pass in slumber's balmy bands,

I, upon my bedside weary,
Never cease to wring my hands.

Ochan, ochan, Ac.
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outlawed, their lands confiscated, and their name pro-

scribed Sir Walter Scott has made familiar to many who
would perhaps have never heard but for him of the

valorous endurance of the "clan that was nameless by

day." That the great novelist has done justice to the

indomitable energy, the terrible prowess, the courage, and

the wild heroic fidelity of this much-wronged sept, there

is no one can venture to dispute. But certain warm-
hearted Highlanders who feel peculiarly interested in all

the brave men who spoke the mother tongue of the Gael

in other days assert that the poet, to say the least of it,

has fixed too exclusively on the fiercer and more savage
attributes of the banished clan. It may be Sir Walter

really did exaggerate, for artistic purposes, those harsher

traits of character which must have in some degree existed

among the MacGregors when subjected to such vile

treatment as theirs was unless they Avere actually some-

thing more than mortal
;
or it may perhaps as likely be

that the kindly partiality of the modern Celts has closed

their eyes, when they think so, on some of the ruder

doings of the outlawed and exasperated mountaineers.

At any rate, there seems to be some force in the reasoning
which the novelist has put into the mouth of Ranald

MacEagh in Argyll's dungeon, when he says, "I am a

man like my forefathers
;
while wrapped in the mantle of

peace we were lambs
;

it was rent from us, and ye now
call us wolves. Give us the huts ye have burned, our
children whom ye have murdered, our widows whom ye
have starved

;
collect from the gibbet and the pole the

mangled carcasses and whitened skulls of our kinsmen;
bid them live and bless us, and we will be your vassals

aud brothers
;

till then let death and blood and mutual

wrong draw a dark veil of division between us." There
is In -re a natural eloquence and logic of facts which cannot
fail to find an echo in the most peaceful heart amongst us.

If the Children of the Mist did not feel such sentiments,
at least they are amazingly like the sentiments by which
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My kinsmen, co-nurtured ! O you that could right me !

It grieves and it wounds me the blank you have made
Your death and your absence for ever affright me,
And the dark narrow bed where your heads low are laid!

Now in shirts of pale linen so lonely you 're lying,

No bands and no silks and no tartans you wear
;

Ourselves sew'd your white robes, with sorrow and sighing;
No gentle dames wrought with us wept with us, there.

Now this counsel of me, who your safety am seeking,
Take you for your guidance, young clansmen of mine

;

When you go to the inn where the strangers sit speaking,
More than one draught, for your life's sake, decline.

Take the dish which they offer
;
be cautious and wary

There is no man you meet with but may be a foe
;

While you drink, remain standing, and then do not tarry,
But turn round and haste ye delay not, but go.

For summer take spring-time for autumn take winter

And away and away to wild solitudes hie
;

Where the heat and the cold the crag shiver and splinter,
And see you sleep lightly wherever you lie.

The squirrel is rare, but the hunters deceive him,
And draw him away from his nest in the tree

;

And the falcon is noble, but men will not leave him
His daring, his speed, and the blue heavens free.

" More than one draught, for your life's sake, decline."

At this place Mrs. Grant makes the following remark :

"Tim single draught in this verse is particularly expressive
of tin- constant apprehensions which haunt the mind of

him who knows that this life is haunted with malicious

diligence. The ancients tell of dogs on the borders of the
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emphatically from the singer's heart. It was answered to

her wish on that occasion at least. The people outside

listened as the woman sung, and, believing what she said,

passed on without disturbing her. A very good subject

surely for a picture this woman would make, singing so

at her fireside, in the hearing of her friends and her

enemies her heart's most precious wishes depending on
the effect produced by her ballad.

The song represents her sitting on the highway her

most cruel foes not unobserved, though unnoticed by her;
her dearest friends in the power of those foes if they only
knew it

;
and she with the twilight, and the dim, misty

mountains looking down on her their deliverer, if she

could sing her lyric in the right character to the end.

Seldom, indeed, has song or ballad been composed or

chanted in circumstances of such intense excitement.

THE BRAES OF THE CEATHACH."

I SIT here alone, by the plain of the highway,
For my poor hunted kin, watching mist, watching by-way;
I 've yet got no sign that they 're near to my dwelling ;

At Lochfyne they were last seen if true be that

telling

wine with the nobles, the street proudly stepping
With Gregor Og Rua that hard hand behind weapon
And Gregor Mor Maimach, my household commanding,
Son of him of Strath-Startail, round whose hearth, often

standing ,
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FUGITIYE SONGS.

MANY of the most popular of Gaelic love songs are by
unknown authors, or, as is the case also in Lowland
Scotch, by authors who composed one song and no more.
Their distinguishing characteristics are simplicity, tender-

ness, and expressive sincerity. There is a great deal of

music generally in their language and rhythm, and such
a correspondence with the tune to which they are sung,
as if they were the twin births of the one passionate

experience. This is also the case with their Lowland
kindred, which have very much the same rural grace and

freshness, which we discover in the Highland lyrics.
In them music and poetry are truly wedded, till they
become of one sound and nature, and are helps meet for

one another. Especially is this the case with the chorus
and with one or two verses of the lyric such as we
may suppose might be struck off in the first heat of

emotion. Sometimes, for a few lines, it would almost

appear as if it were difficult to say where the music

begins, or the words end they blend and fit so curiously
together. This, I suppose, must be partly attributed to

the nature of the Gaelic language, which, without being
particularly soft, is very flexible, and full of vowel
sounds. But it must also be attributed, in a certain

degree, to the musical genius of the people, which I look

upon as decidedly evident, and one of their prominent
tics; though, of course, existing as yet in

some districts, in a very uncultured state.

The Highland melodies are often of the most touching
l..-:nity

sMiiH'tinu-s wildly melancholy, sometimes ex-

uWantly gay. Th(^y remind one more than anything
I \vluit Sir. Carlyle says so happily of Burns' songs,
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the second syllable becoming frequently little more than
a mere breathing. There are also far fewer monosyllables
in Gaelic than in English. This will serve to account
for Gaelic verses ending as they often do not with a

long syllable as in English, but with a word of a long and
short syllable, as in this song what the ancients called

a trochee.

It is very difficult to give verses constructed on this

principle a metrical sound in English at all; but, to

adapt words to a great number of the Highland melodies,
such a form is absolutely necessary. Every one who has
heard Gaelic songs sung by those who give them the
raciest intonation, must have observed how prone they
were to dwell on the second last syllable of each line, and

drop the last almost inaudibly. That is the right style
for singing,

" Och ! mar tha mi" the air of which is

very pretty.

Och ! mar tha mi ! here so lonely,

Despair has seized me, and keeps his hold :

Oh, were I near thee, in Tslay, only
Before thou 'st taken that man for gold !

This doleful morning, how sad my waking !

My eyes with tear-drops fast running over,
For old love leaving and old vows breaking
Thy banns are call'd with that other lover.

When sleeping sweetly the rest are lying,
Wild dreams of anguish my mind is weaving.

1 'm like the swan that drops wounded dying ;

My love exhausts me with bitter grieving.

Alas ! thy kind eye, so brightly shining ;

Thy neck so comely, like cannach blowing ;
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THE "GILLE DUBH, CIAR DUBH."*

THE following song is sung to a beautiful and winning
air, which, like many other Highland airs, only requires
the delicate touch of some true genius to become a melody
as deep, as noble and expressive as any of those national

lyric gems we are so fond and so proud of. I don't know
whether it spoils the sentiment, or gives another interest

rather, to be told that one who sung so sweetly and
loved so well did marry her " Gille dubh, ciar dubh "

in

the end.

Once o'er the wide moor wending,
Or round the green hill bending,

Gay words and wild notes blending
Spread far my ^food cheer

;

For then my heart, light-leaping,
In waking, in sleeping,
Had no dubh, ciar dubh keeping

Its joys far from here.

And now that, together,
Dubh ciar dubh, dubh ciar dubh,

We faced the rude weather
On hills bleak and blue !

Some peaceful spot near me
I'd choose, and there cheer me j

No grey-beard to fear me,
And thou in my view.

* Pronounced "Gille doo, keear doo." "Gille
" means a young

: an. I "tlul.li, riar duMi," dark, dusky dark.
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HOOU GRIN, 0!

THE following song is the wild wail of an unhappy
woman, whose friends had forced her to marry against her

inclination
;
or who had allowed herself to be more in-

fluenced by false sense and worldly policy, than she found
afterwards consistent with the tranquility of a powerfully
sensitive heart. It tells of that intensest misery, which is

perhaps felt among us more frequently than it is spoken ;

and which oftener, it may be, than either, lurks darkly,
like an inexorable Fate, where it is never acknowledged,
eren in the shape of a distinct feeling, by the dull and

dreary heart that counts for years the heavy hours with
ad and listless beatings. All marriages of interest, by
whomsoever planned, cannot turn out well. Some of the

parties in them have surely reason to sing, with this

miserable Highland woman :

I am married,

Hoog Orin, O !

Married ! worried !

Hoog Orin, O !

They took me from my own lover

Gave me to the western drover.

Where I hated
I am mated.

Hoog Orin, O !

Wife ill-fated.

I am married I am worried,

Hoog Orin, O !

Mated ! married ! wearied ! worried !

Hoog Orin, O !
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Love! love! love!

The fair cheek, the dark hair,

The promise forgotten ;

'T will go with me there.

t

False ! false ! false !

Oh, youth is false for ever
;

He loves far more than living me
The lifeless heather.

The hunting field,

The greenwood tree,

The trout, the running deer, he loves

Far more than me.

He loves loves loves

To stalk the frighten'd doe
;

He never heeds the pain he gives,
His skill to show.

Oh, the dark blue eye
A flower \vet with dew

;

Oh, the fair false face

Too sweet to view !

Fare-thee-well well well

Though thou'st forsaken me ;

May every good thing follow

Follow follow thee !

A very sensible literary lady, commenting on the con-

duct of Mariana in "The Moated Grange," who was
"
a-weary, a-weary," and wished that she was dead, said

that it would have been better for Mariana to have
minded her household duties, and given over singing.
And so, perhaps, it would

;
and better for our unfortun-
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I loved him, and I loved him not
In word, hut all in deed.

Too well, too well I loved him
;

For now I can but mourn
I mourn and waste my heart away,
And pine till he return.

My heart is like a lump of lead

I walk, but feel a stone
;

I eat not, drink not with the youths ;

I always feel alone.

My soul is black with sorrow
;

Why should I lay it bare,
Or tell 'tis he who left last week
That causes all this care 1

When he rein'd up a prancing steed,
How waved his curly hair !

How confident he look'd and proud !

How manly was his air !

Not like a boy or woman
Did he discourse with men

His words were choice and pretty,
As if written with a pen.

He was to me a gem a gem
Like the bud a brier wears

;

He was as choice as is the tree

Bent with the fruit it bears.
And I was willing secretly
To wed wed him alone :

He should have laid me, ere he left,
Beneath the cold grave-stone !
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Where the fishers have large boats they go a great

.distance, and remain for weeks away. Very frequently

they take a voyage or two abroad, and all of them are at

least half, and many of them thorough-bred, sailors. The

fishing population and the agricultural population differ

a good deal in their dress, and a little even in their

appearance ; of course their associations are dissimilar.

The fishermen are a very much respected class, however;
and no doubt they think a good deal of themselves. It is

of one of them the following very popular song treats.

This " Man of the Boat " had gone over the sea, and was
like never to return. He had left some one behind him,
who mourned his absence greatly.

How often hunting the highest hill-top,
I scan the ocean thy sail to see :

Wilt come to-night, love ? Wilt come to-morrow 1

Or ever come, love ! to comfort me ?

My soul is weary ; my heart is breaking ;

With frequent tear-drops mine eyes o'erflow.

Wilt come to-night, love 1 May I expect thee 1

Or, sighing sorely, the door put to f

I question fondly thy friends, and ask them,
Where last they saw thee ? where thou art now 1

But each one, jeering, some answer gives me,
That sends me homeward with burning brow.

They call thee fickle, they call thee false one,
And seek to change me

;
but all in vain.

No
;
thou'rt my dream yet throughout the dark night

A i:d every morn yet I watch the main.

Dost thou remember the promise made me
Tin; tartan plaidie the silken gown
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catches as successfully the right tone in which to deal

with its kindred sorrow. Jf it falls short, in some other

respects, of the rare masterpiece it resembles, that need
not surprise us, for " Bonnie George Campbell

"
carries

as much of a sad tale and a wild lamenting, in a very
small compass, as probably any song in the English
language.

There's a sound on the hill,

Not of joy but of ailing ;

Dark-hair'd women mourn
Beat their hands, with loud wailing.

They cry out, Ochon !

For the young Monaltri,
Who went to the hill

;

But home came not he.

Without snood, without plaid
Katrina's gone roaming.

O Katrina, my dear !

Homeward be coming.

Och ! hear, on the castle

Yon pretty bird singing," Snoodless and plaidless,
Her hands she is ringing !

"
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The hero of this melancholy Gaelic song we have now
to do with met his mistress, clandestinely, on a Sunday
evening, in a lonely glen near her father's house. Her
kinsmen waylaid him

; and, furious at his attempt to

carry off their relative, attacked him with their swords in

her presence. She rushed between her friend and her

angry brethern, and was killed by a chance blow of her
lover's hand. He was immediately taken prisoner, con-

fined, and condemned to death. The night before his

execution he sang as follows :

Canst thou feel for a captive's sigh,

Young little May !

Condemn'd by thy friends to die,

Young little May !

Though thy soft eye of heaven's blue,

Thy lip of the honey dew,
Never more can bless my view,

Young little May !

Oh, the sad tryst that fatal day !

My own little May !

Its blood will not wash away,
Poor little May !

Why, before thy sweet, startled face,
Just touch'd by thy meek embrace,
Did our fell foes beset my trace,

Dear little May !

'T was for thee that I trembled then,
Kind little May !

Though surrounded by cruel men,
Sweet little May !

But oh, that some hostile blade,
This hand on the ground had laid

Ere that wound in thy side it made,
Brave little May !
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Yet now were I safe from death,
Dear little May !

Cumbrous would be my breath !

Sweet little May !

Much better to die, and go
Where no blood where no blood can flow,

O my God ! than thus wail thee low,
Dead little May !

"BREIGEIN BINNEACH."

I GIVE this song, as it was sung to me by a lady who was
a good deal amused with it, though ashamed of re-

membering such nonsense so well. It belongs to a class

of songs of which there are a considerable number in the

Highlands, though they seldom find their way into printed
collections. It would seem that both the genius and the

taste of the people lead more to melancholy than to mirth

in their compositions. At the same time, when they
happen to be cheerful, their efforts are not less effective,

v.hilc their grave faces still keep masking the quaint
humour and cordial mirthfulness which their words

embody. The verses, though only a mere sketch, serve

to explain her situation. The hero of the ballad she

calls "Breigein Binneach" words which may be translated

"The lilting little liar." It is a foolishly ambitious and

absurdly deceived woman who sings.

I went away with Breigein Binneach
And MacGregor Glairy.

He told mo of his splendid house,
His kitchen, and Ms dairy;
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fine poetical genius. The present, able, and cultured,

Free Church Minister, Rev. W. J. MacDonald, M.A. r

Kirkcaldy, is a grandson of the poet. The song is very

popular, and very few song collections are without it.

Several English translations of it have already appeared
in print.

Young wert thou and I, Mary,
In yon lone Glensmole,

When Venus' little urchin

Pierced me to the soul
;

And we drew together
With an ardent zeal

I think such love no other two
Have felt, or e'er can feel.

Oft wert thou and I, Mary,
In the desert wild,

And ne'er with thought of evil

Were our hearts defiled
;

Since each for each we cherished

Affection good and true,

And bright, as were the beams that shone
The high green branches through.

Though Albion all were mine, Mary,
Its silver and its gold

How could I contented be

Should that love grow cold ?

I'd rather hold thy hand
With love's own right, by far,

Than own the jewelled stores of wealth
In Europe's bounds that are.

How thy curly locks, Mary,
Round thy small ears stray !
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Thy golden hair thy sunny hair

It seems to me the day beams there
;

And in thy face that is so fair,

Where ne'er I saw black passion's shade,
O never passion's shade.

Thine eye is blue thine eye is bright
And shining with celestial light ;

To watch thy smile was my delight,
O'er all thy face it sweetly played,
From thy red lips it played.

Beautiful -O beautiful !

The kind, good thoughts within thee rule,

beautiful and beautiful
;

To see thy soul with meekness swayed,
My fair, my good, my Highland maid

Thy soul with meekness swayed.

The love that will not fade

1 give to thee my fair-haired maid ;

O in the grave let me be laid

Before I lose thee lowly laid

And in my winding sheet arrayed,
In winding sheet arrayed.

These Fugitive Songs were composed mostly by men
and women who knew nothing of any other literature

than such as happened to be contained in their own
language. They formed the heart-treasure of men and
women who were generally no better instructed than the

authors of them. They come, for the most part, directly
from the mint of nature, and have, many of them, a
freshness and simplicity about them an artless confession

of sentiment, which appear in every case to have been

actually experienced; and simple as they are, there is a

certain charm pervades them, not always found in more
elaborate and ;unl>itious compositions,
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bard, named MacCodrum, which proves that MacPherson
did not always use the most correct Gaelic idiom, even

in ordinary conversation. But the writer of the Gaelic

Ossian had need, not merely to have been a fine poet, but

so complete a master of the language which he used, that

he could compose it in a style which defies detection

supposing it to be modern, and all this two, not as a

person would now do it, with his work before him, but

altogether without a model. The style,- besides, of the

Ossianic poetry, is totally distinct from that of nil other

Gaelic compositions, and notably original : the ring of it

is recognisable in a moment. Who then wrote it 1 Is it

to be supposed that MacPherson, while reaping all the

honours and profits accruing from his connection with the

most famous work of the age, got a good easy Highlander,

qualified as a poet and scholar for the undertaking, to

compose in secret in obscurity and in neglect a Gaelic

Ossian from the English, and that this Highlander could

have done his work, without giving a hint, to any one of

what he was about, and even without being apparently

suspected, by any inquisitive acquaintance, of being a

little busier than usual 1 Is this credible 1 To my mind
it certainly is not. But then again it may be said that

MacPherson, by diligent study, at last fitted himself for

the work
;
for the Gaelic Ossian did not appear until after

his death. But on the other hand, we have to remember
that the seventh book of Temora was published in Gaelic,

along with the first English edition, and that MacPherson

positively declares, that " a copy of the originals of the
former collection lay for many months in the bookseller's

hands, for the inspection of the curious."

Let it be added to this, that the Rev. John Farqnharson,
a Jesuit missionary, before the middle of last century,
that is about twenty years before the publication of

MacPherson's Ossian made a collection of Gaelic poems
about Strathglatt. This interesting MS. was afterwards

unfortunately destroyed torn up by the students of the
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making his collection before the rebellion of 1745, and
assisted by Mrs. Eraser, whose first acquaintance with
Gaelic poetry would date considerably farther back,

might have obtained such a quantity of Ossianic poetry
of all ages, that he could, very modestly, say he had
in his MS. " the whole poems of Fingal and Temora,"
and prove this too by turning up any striking passage
in either. We know that Dr. Donald Smith, using
only the MS. collections in the possession of the

Highland Society, put together out of their contents, as

many as eight hundred and ten lines, rather more than a
fourth of the epic poem of Fingal given in MacPherson's
Ossian. Now Mr. Earquharson enjoyed many advantages
in making his collection over MacPherson. He preceded
MacPherson by twenty years at least, and gathered his

poems before the Highlands had suffered those rude

changes, and great transition from one form of life into

another, consequent on the rebellion: so he may have
made a much more extensive collection than MacPherson's.
We must, however, bear in mind that Mr. Farquharson
made no objection whatever to Mr. MacPherson's Ossian,

except that it did not equal the original in his hands.
" Mr. MacGilvray did not remember to have ever heard

Mr. Farquharson tax Mr. MacPherson's translation with

deviating essentially from the sense of the original, which
he could not have failed to have done had he found reason
for it

;
for he very frequently complained that it did not

come up to the strength of the original ;
and to convince

his friends- of this, he used to repeat the Erse [Gaelic]
expressions, and to translate them literally, comparing
them with MacPherson's. This difference, however, he
seemed to ascribe rather to the nature of the two

languages, than to any inaccuracy or infidelity in the

translator."

To this remarkable and most explicit statement no
more need be added than that MacPherson was seen, and
even assisted, by various people while at his work.
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that whoever composed the poems attributed to Ossian,
James MacPherson was not the man ;

and whatever merit

may belong to him as a translator, or whatever claim he

may have to be considered their compiler in their present

form, he has no legitimate title to be called their author.

They are substantially older than he, probably by many
centuries, and the case, as it rests at present regarding
them, may be thus unhesitatingly stated : MacPherson
was not the first to polish the poems of Ossian, even

admitting that he did so; neither was his the earliest, nor
the ablest, nor the finest Highland mind that was kindled,
since the end of the sixteenth century, into a glow of

poetic fervour by the hero-lighted fire and hoary inspira-
tion of the blind old bard of Cona.

In giving translations of poetry that comes under the

general head of Ossianic, I may state once for all, that I

will make use of no part of it which is not proved, by
unimpeachable testimony, to be older than MacPherson.
I do no say that it is by Ossian; for I believe, that not

only has Ossianic poetry been handed down from the

earliest ages, by tradition, in Scotland, but that Ossianic

poetry has been composed throughout the Highlands, in

every age, for six hundred years at least, down even to

our own times; but it shall, in every case, be genuine
popular Highland song.

Before giving any specimens of Ancient Gaelic Poetry,
it will only be proper to say a few words of him who is

the primal source, of all such poetry in fact the patriarch
of all Highland bards. The conception of his character

entertained in the Highlands is in itself a poem, and I

think one of the most touching and telling things in

literature. Ossian,
" the sweet voice of Cona," is the

descendant of a race of heroes. Trenmore, in remote

antiquity, was the great founder of the family. The name
of this mighty shade, derived from his surpassing prowess,
was still familiar in men's mouths when Ossian himself
was an aged man. Trathal, his son, also a celebrated
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him, like the muffled voice of the far-distant waves, when

they spread moaning gently through the deep inland calm.

Then the spirits of the mighty moved past him on their

clouds the harp-strings vibrating and sounding as in

their sad and awful majesty they swept voicelessly ;
but

the soul of the poet recognised the dear familiar ancestral

shades, and his mind's eye opening, kindled and flashed

on the ever-memorable deeds of old, while his rising voice

recited them, and sighed over them the heartfelt lamenta-

tion,
" last of my race !

"

This is the picture given of the great Celtic Bard,
Ossian, the son of Fingal, the assumed author of a vast

quantity of Gaelic poetry, who lived, let us say, in the
fourth century of the Christian era. It is a most poetic

picture, and is, in its most essential features, so old, that

this phrase,
" Ossian after the Feirnie," has passed long

ago into a proverb.
It is quite unnecessary to enter into the question, how

much of this picture is fact, and how much of it is fancy.
All we need ask is, does the picture, in any respect,
resemble the author or originator of the Gaelic Ossianic

poetry? And for my part, I answer at once, that I think
it does. It would be casting all tradition, unique, and

uniform, and consistent as it is, most unwarrantably
behind us, to say it does not. But when I assert that
this picture does resemble the originator of the Gaelic

Ossian, I would be understood as meaning only, either

that such a man as the one described gave, at least the

key-note to which is set all the succeeding poetry which
is called Ossianic, or, at any rate, that this picture given,
was the conception and work of him who first set the
fashion in which the Ossianic muse has ever since been
habited. I think it, however, right to say, that the last

supposition appears to me much less probable than the

first, seeing that the jvsthetic sense of a primeval people,
or what we might perhaps venture to call, their poetic

etiquette, in of too frank a nature either to admit of or
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And, heroes as they drained the bowl,
With joy or sadness heard

;

For those good harpers, as they pleased.
Men's rising feelings stirred.

Lord of the feast there Fingal sat

His fair hair touched with grey
Near his first son, the warrior bard,

Strong as the noon of day.

The good MacLuy there conversed

With Oscar, young and bright,
And bald-head Conan, rash and bold,

Who never shunned the fight.

And Diarmad there sat, beautiful,
And rolled his eye of blue,

When Fingal spoke, and all the board

His regal question knew.

"Come, tell me now, my chieftains good,
At Fingal's feast who be,

What sounds are they that form for each

The sweetest harmony ?

" What are the notes that charm you most,
And send your cares to flight

What sound most charms your inmost corer

And thrills you with delight ?
"

Then Conan the rash Conan spoke
Of all that company .

The first to speak, the first to fight-
The last to think was he.

" The rattling dice I love the most,
*

When the play is running high ;
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which, whoever looked, loved him. Another ballad

appropriately represents the last words of Diarinad to

have been,
" Farewell to courtship forever !

"
He, there-

fore, gives his opinion quite in keeping with his peculiar

character. Oscar, the brave son of Ossian, speaks like a

hero of the order of Achilles, young, ardent, and

aspiring; he utters his sentiments with the same rapid
and impetuous energy with which he entered the field of

battle. MacLuy again speaks as became a true hunter of

deer and a fearless warrior, as he undoubtedly must have

been
;
while Fingal himself is quite majestic, like the

great ruler and shepherd of the people, as he always
seems. Ossian himself appears in the last verse, looking
back from his after solitude on that pleasant, well-

remembered scene.

There is another little poem in which Ossian records

his own tastes in sweet and chaste strains, and much
more comprehensive than that of any of the hearers who

spoke above. Having altered the rhythm I may have,

consequently, slightly affected the expression of the

original in what follows :

Sweet is man's voice in solitudes, and sweet

The voice of birds amid the woods of spring
Sweet is the sound when rock and water meet,
Where Bun-da-treor hears the surges sing :

Sweet are the light winds softly murmuring :

Sweet are the lonely heron's notes, and sweet

The cuckoo's, with the aged thoughts they bring :

Sweet tho warm sun which whistling blackbirds greet
The sun that brightly shines on Cona's rocky steep.

Sweet is the eagle, with her far-heard cry,

Sailing above great Morven's mighty sea,
When sleeps tin- i]oo!i(l;iy in the deep-blue sky,
A ml o'er the pool the hern bends silently :
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closely resembles it in the Dean of Lismore's book * but

the present version treats its subject in a far more

picturesque and dramatic manner. I have not thought
it necessary to enter into all the rnimitire of the slaughter,
as it is given in the original. Oscar, for instance, is

represented killing seven troops with his own hand, and
the nine sons of red-haired Manus besides. Cailta and
Gaul do execution in a like proportion ;

and the Feinne
themselves suffer an immense loss.

THE BANNERS OF THE FEINNE.

ON a hill stood the King of the North, and looked

To the sea, where his proud ships rode ;

Then he looked to the shore, where his camp strech'd along,
And the heroes of Lochlin abode.

Then he turn'd to the land
;
and there, far away,

A terrible hero came,
*

And above him a banner of Albin's gold
Floated, and shone like a flame.

" Bard of sweet songs," said the King of the North,
" What banner is this I see 1

And the champion tall at the head of yon host,

Is he of the sons of Victory ?"

"
That," said the bard,

"
is Diarinad MacDoon,

His is the banner you see
;

When the hosts of the Feinn' to the battle go forth,

The first in the fight is I.e."
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"That is the besom of Peril, you see,

The standard of Oscar," he said
;

"First in renown in the conflict of chiefs,

Still flutters yon banner of dread."

We rear'd up the Sunbeam the standard of Finn
;

Fair gleam'd that banner on high,
With its sprangles of gold from the fields of its fame,
As it greeted the morning sky.

There were nine chains of gold tied the flag to the staff,

There were nine times nine chiefs for each chain
;

Sad to the foe was that banner of light

They strove 'gainst its heroes in vain.

Then Finn spoke aloud,
" Bend your heads, O my chiefs

And redeem your pledge to me
;

Show to Lochlin the hardy deeds he will find

On our hills that look down on the sea."

We rush'd to the fray like a torrent,

Down the mountain that rolls in spray ;

And the fire from the strokes of our heavy swords,
In columns of sparks broke away.

Many a shoulder, and head was gash'd
Ere they turned from us in our ire,

And we heard the wild shrieks of our foes, as they flt'd,

Like the snake when the heather's <m lire.

That was the victory won by our king ;

And I, though now aged and ui

Many a warrior fell by my hand

On that diiv ;md terrible day.
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remembered and repeated by people who never read them
in a book. It, and the "Lay of Diarmad," and the
" Death of Oscar," and the " Banners of the Fingalians,"
and also the " Address to the Sun," are, to this day,
found among old people who learned them from their

fathers, who had again got them from theirs, and so on.

The legitimate traditionary lineage of every one of these

pieces can even yet be traced back with ease for more
than a hundred years, in a good number of Highland
cottages, where heroic poetry is never seen in print.

In the middle of last century, and before MacPhersoii

published his far-famed work,
" Ossian and Evir-Alin"

was one of the most popular of Gaelic Ballads, as may be
seen by a reference to the correspondence printed by the

Highland Society in their report on Ossian. It is also

found in all the collections of Gaelic poetry. The
different versions of it all agree in their essential features.

The age of the ballad it would not be easy to determine.

It is probably one of the oldest of all the Ossianic

fragments :

Who is this friend that would soothe my grief?
Who comes rny age to cheer 1

I know that light step and that gentle approach
It is thou, my daughter dear !

Daughter ! a time was when I, now so weak,
Could speed in the wild roe's flight :

When I, now so blind, could the beacon descry
Far of in the dim dark night.

The time h; ls been when, with sounding step,

Away with the chieftains 1M wend;
Though (his night thou must see me so lonely and sad,
Without father, son, or frioml.
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But ere the evening pass'd away,
Ere yet the mirth had ceased.

Branno inquired, "What is your purpose
1

?

What would you have of me 1
"

And Cailta said,
" We seek thy daughter,

Her would we have of thee."

Then Branno said,
" But which of you would have her V'

"Fingal's son," said Cailta :

" this is he."
"
Mighty hero of the wide ship-havens,

Happy is the maid gets thee."

" So high the place, O Ossian !

Do men's tongues to thee assign,
If I twelve daughters had "

said Branno,
"The best of them should be thine."

Then they open'd the choice and spare chamber,
That was shielded with down from the cold

;

The posts of its door were of polish'd bone,
And the leaves were of good yellow gold.

Soon as generous Evir-Alin

Saw Ossian, Fingal's son,
The love of her youth, by the hero

By me, young maid, was won.

Then we left the dark lake of Lego,
And homeward took our way ;

But Cormac, fierce Cormac, waylaid us,

Intent on the furious fray.

Eight heroes Cormac had with him,
And their men behind them stood

;

The hillside flamed with their armour,
Their spears were raised like a wood.
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Ere I struck him down on the green-sward,
Cormac in battle not slack.

I swept the head from his shoulders,
And held it up in my hand

;

His troops they fled, and we came with joy
To Fingal's mountain land.

Whoe'er had told me on that day,
I should be thus weak to-night,

Firm must his heart have been, and strong
His arm in the desperate fight.

THE DEATH OF OSCAR.

I NOW proceed to give a poem on the death of Oscar, one

of the most popular and touching themes of the Gaelic

muse. Oscar was the Achilles of the Fingalians, and
Ossian was both his Homer and his father. No wonder,

then, his death affords a favourite and pathetic subject
both for the oldest ballads and their most modern
imitations. The "Lay of Oscar" is still repeated.
There is a version of it in the third volume of J. F.

Campbell's
"
Popular Tales," got within the last five or

six years in the Hebrides. It is in all the collections.

If we take MacCallum's and Mr. Campbell's versions to

begin with, we are carried on very well to near the end
of the story ; then, by filling in a little from Allan
MacRori's and Fergus the poet's accounts, as they are

found in the Dean of Lismore's book, we see our subject
a good deal clearer

; and, finally, we can end the

sorrowful recital as we began. We thus get this old and

manly popular song in the most complete state possible
for us nowadays :
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" I make a vow," quoth Cairbar,
" deer to drive

From side to side of Albin's sea-girt hills,

And spoil to carry from its plains to Erin."

" I make a vow, a vow 'gainst that," quoth Oscar
;

" When thou has come to Albin for thy sport,
I with this spear will drive thee back to Erin."

Then Cairbar roar'd " I make a vow ere that,
A lasting vow, that I will plant my spear
Beneath thy breast, in thy fair body, Oscar !

"

" A vow ! a vow !

"
cried Oscar, in his wrath

;

" I make a vow that I will plant my spear,
Ere that shall happen, in thy forehead, Cairbar."

Cold fear and rage, by turns, the warriors shook,
When these fierce words they heard between the chiefs r

When Cairbar's lowering brow they saw, and mark'd
How rose the wrath of Oscar. 'T was then a bard,
With softest touch upon the harp, wail'd forth

The sounds that prelude a great hero's death.

Then Oscar seized with furious rage his arms,
And look'd around him where his followers stood

;

Few were the chiefs of Alba that were there,
And Cairbar's host was great ;

but Oscars friends

Were train'd to arms, and were full heroes all,

And so they gather'd undismay'd around him.

Then waged the strife. We heard the shouts afar,

And all the din of deadly, furious battle
;

And up we rose, and hasten'd to the scene.

Each, as he reach'd it, joined the wide spread fight ;

And thus the bittrr stru^li- lusted long;
And thus did many of our heroes fall.
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But many, many heroes there were dead.

Oh, 't was a grief, an everlasting grief
A woe to be forgotten never, never !

To look upon that field the swords, the shields,

That there lay masterless
;
the broken spears,

The bloody garments, and the coats of mail,
Borne by brave chiefs unto their last of fields,

From Albin's hills, from homes of Innisgail.
We ne'er had met so dire a day before

So bloody, so destructive, full of woe
So joyless and so sad a victory.

Among a thousand warriors stretch'd and dead
1 found my son, my darling, living yet ;

Resting his head on his left arm he lay,

His broken shield beside him, and his sword

Grasp'd in his terrible and strong right hand,
His blood, his priceless blood, on every side

Flow'd, through his harness, soak'cl into the ground,
TJnstanch'd and stanchless, from a mortal wound,

I dropp'd my spear upon the earth, and bent

Above him as he lay, and thought friend !

How lonely I should be for evermore !

It was a grievous thought. Oscar turned round,
And forth he stretch'd his hand one other time
To greet me one long last time ere he died

;

Kindly he look'd, and wished me to draw near.

I seized his hand and knelt upon the ground,
And gave a great and bitter cry of grief.

Then, my dear son, whose life was ebbing fast,

Said,
"
Joy, dear father, that thou art escaped !

"

And I, I could not speak : but Cailta said

The noble Cailta come to see my son
" How dost thou feel thyself, dear friend?" he said.
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It follow'd me from east and west, till here,

On this sad plain, it struck this fatal blow.

Farewell to fame and battle
;
and farewell

The victor's spoils, the triumphs and the joys
Which in this body I have ever had

;

Farewell the feast
;
farewell the concourse sweet

By Cona's stream, in Selma's banner'd hall."

When Oscar heard the great king's wailing cry,
He groan'd, and stretch'd his hands, and raised his head,

And, looking round on all of us, he sigh'd,

And said,
' Farewell ! I shall return no more."

Then he sunk back
;
and so my hero died

;

And Finn tum'd round, and strode a space away,
And sobb'd and wept. He never wept before

In sight of man save when Bran died till now.
And all the people gave three dismal shrieks,

And wail'd and wept until the night return'd.

Then Finn came back
; and, standing near my side,

He bent again o'er Oscar, while he said :

" The mournful howling pf the dogs distress me
The groaning of the heroes old and grey
The people's wailing, and their blank despair.
O son ' that I had fallen in thy stead,

In the dire battle with thy treacherous foes,

And thou hadst lived to be a chief and leader,
And bring the Fenians east and west with joy !

Oscar ! thou wilt never rise again !

O'er thee my old heart, like an elk, is leaping !*

Thou wilt return, thou wilt return no more !

'T was rightly said,
* I shall return no more !

' '

* "Like an elk, is leaping;" or,
"

like a blackbird, flutters."
The former, however, is at once the most literal, and, 1

think, the most expressive. We speak ourselves of the lu-art

"bounding/'
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that it belongs to the Ossianic era; for it scarcely

possesses the character of the poems of Ossian, and

hardly harmonises with the sentiment which pervades

them, or with the manners which their blind old bard has

painted. This is especially evident in the conduct of

Finn ; also, in the absence of all the other heroes, so far

as appears, from the great hunting. Not one of them,
as will be seen, is mentioned by name. Grainne lives in

tradition as the faithless wife of Fingal the Guinevere

of ancient Gaelic song ;
but she does not appear, I think,

in any of the finer heroic poems. This "Lay of Diarmad''

is, however, as I have said, extremely popular ;
and the

"Hunting of the Great Wild Boar" is one of the least

likely of any of the Fingalian. legends to be soon

forgotten. There are good reasons why it should continue

to be remembered. The boar's head is the crest of the

Argyll branch of the Campbells, and all that great clan

trace their origin back to the Sir Lancelot of the

F6inne Diarmad, the son of Duibhne who slew theWild
Boar. There is a sept of the Campbells still called,
" Clann Diarmaid." This Avas probably the name of the

whole clan at one time. From a letter, written by
Mr. Pope,* minister of Reay, in Caithness, to the Rev.
Alex. Nicholson, minister of Thurso, 15th November,
1763, and published in Appendix, No. III., to the

Highland Society's Report on the Ossianic poems, we
learn that an old man of the name of Campbell, in that

part of the country, could never be prevailed upon to sing
the "Song of Diarmad" without first taking off his

* The Rev. Alexander 1*01)0, minister of Reay, Caithness-shire,
was the author of a Description of the Shires of Caithness and
Sutherland. He also wrote a Description of the Dune of

Dornedilla. In the summer of 1732 this Uoxvmul equestrian
rode on his pony from Caithness to Twickenham in Midland, in

onlur to visit lu.s famous literary nanie^iUe, \le\aiuler Pope, the

poet, who presented his clerical friend with a beautiful copy of

the Odyssey, and a handsome snuff-box.
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THE LAY OF DIARMAD.

Hearken a little, I sing you a song
Of the great and good who are gone

Of Grainne, and Finn the triumphant,
And the woful fate of MacDoon.

Sweet is Glen-Shee, and the valley beside it,

With the voice of elk and deer
;

And pleasant its stream tinged so often,

With blood from the Fenian spear.

Fairest of hill is Ben-Goolbain,
Where the fawn and the doe wont to be

;

And the hounds bay loudly together,
When they drive the wild deer o'er the lea.

" O Diarmad ! my own one !

"
said Grainne,

" Let the dogs drive the chase o'er the lea
;

Come not thou near the proud son of Cumhal,
Who is wroth with my hero for me."

" In spite of his anger," said Diarmad
;

" In spite of his wrath and pride,
I will go to the chase now as fearless

As ever I trode by thy side."

With the bay of the dogs, and the shout of the heroes,
In the calm of the morning air,

They roused the great Boar from his slumber,
And watch'd every pass from his lair.

Up he rose in his wrath when he heard them,
And rush'd round the glen where he stay'd ;

He turn'd east, he turn'd west, ere he darted,

Foaming with rage, from the shade.
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For my strength and my vigour forsake me :

"With one draught, O my king ! make me well."

ct Shall I bring thee a draught, thou fair hero !

From the lake, with my life-giving shell,

When the ill in one hour thou has done me
Outweighs all the good thou canst tell 1

"

" Eastward and westward I've served thee,
And ne'er did thee ill, till the day,

When Grainne, with love-witching magic,
Drew me her captive away.

" Remember the smithy of Luno,
How I in that fray help'd thee well,

When that sword was first won thou now wearest."
" Thou shalt yet get no drink from my shell."

" Remember the conflict with Draidgal,
And the strokes on thy shield that fell

;

Twas I who then succour'd and saved thee."
" Thou shalt yet get no drink from my shell."

"
Then, thou'st forgotten the battle of Conhail,
And the fate which that day had assign'd,

With the army of Bairbar before thee,
Had not I and the Feinn' been behind.

" Alas! that I saw thee, Ben-Goolbain !

Alas ! that I faced thee to-day,
With the strength of my youth streaming from me-
With my life-blood ebbing away !

" Hill of my love, Ben Goolbain !

Where the deer and the roe wont to be
;
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OSSIAN'S ADDRESS TO THE RISING SUN.

THE poem which, on every account, ought to be first, as

being the most ambitious in its nature, and certainly not

the least successful in its mode of dealing with its theme,
which comes under this head, is "Ossian's Address to

the Rising Sun/' This poem is found in English in

MacPherson's Carthon. The version from which
MacPherson translated was imperfect', like that in

Stewart's Collection. It seems to have consisted of only

thirty-eight lines, the same as that supplied to the

Highland Society, in 1801, by the Rev. Mr. MacDiarmad,
as got by him thirty years before from an old man in.

Glenlyon. This old man learned it in his youth from

people in the same glen, and before MacPherson was
born. Mr. MacDiarmad took down this " Address to

the Sun," along with the " Address to the Setting Sun,"
the " Bed of Gaul," and some other fragments, as he says
himself, "from the man's own mouth." Captain A.
Morrison depond to the Committee of the Highland
Society, that he got the " Address to the Sun "

among
Mr. MacPherson's original papers, when he was trans-

cribing fairly for him from these original papers (either
collected by himself, or transmitted to him by his

Highland friends,) as it stood in the poem of Carthon,
afterwards translated and published. Now it is very
remarkable that notwithstanding this notwithstanding
that the poem of Carthon is included among the poems
published according to the terms of his Will, by
MacPherson's executors, yet the " Address to the Snn "

is not in the Gaelic of MacPherson's Ossian at all. Its

place in the poem of Carthon is marked by asterisks.

Why was this
1

? Did MacPherson, knowing it to be

admired, actually wish to appropriate the glory of its

production to himself, and so, by not publishing the
(laelic at all, try to throw discredit on those versions which
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But me thou will never regard

Night banished from sea and from shore

Still remains in the eye of the bard

Thy face shall I see no more.

When thy golden bright locks, without stain,

The fair eastern cloud have drest
;

Or thou tremblest over the main
At thy dusky door of the west.

Yet aged, and feeble, and gray,
Thou too may'st in solitude go,

And grope through a dim sky thy way,
As blind as myself, and as slow.

Like the changing moon may'st thou fade,

And the morning may call thee in vain ;

For then shalt thou sleep, lowly laid,

"With the heroes who rise not again.

The hunter will look o'er the plain
He will look in his rising fears

;

His eyesight for long will he strain,

And then, in a wild burst of tears,

Returning in sadness, will say,
" Choice hound, no sun now appears

On our moors or our mountains for aye !

"

Yes, it may be that thou, like me,
But for a time with strength are blest,

Till our years all exhausted shall be,

And in one certain end take their rest.

Then rejoice, O sun ! and be glad
Thou prince, in thy vigorous noon !

For age is unpleasant and sad,

Like the dim and faint light of the moon
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The "Address to the setting Sun," probably on account

of its shortness, was even better known than the

preceding. This poem as given by MacPherson in the

opening of Carricthura, consists of eleven lines, and so far

corresponds exactly with the popular version. It is

descriptive of a summer sunset; but in Dr. Smith's

Cathula there are sixteen lines descriptive of the appear-
ance of the sun in a bleak wintry day, twelve of which
are generally joined to the above eleven, when the

Address is collected from among the people. I have

preferred dividing them, as I think they read better so,

and in a slightly varied rhythm. They are both beautiful

lyrics :

ADDRESS TO THE SETTING SUMMER SUN.

HAST thou left the blue depths of the sky,
Thou blameless Son thou golden tressed 1

The doors of the night open lie,

To thy place of repose in the west.

Calmly the sea-waves come nigh,
To look on thy face bright, and best,

Raising their heads fearfully shy,
When they see thee so grand in thy rest :

Now wan from thy side they've passed by
Then sleep in thy cave darkly drest,

O sun ! but with joy to the new dawning hie.

Here everything is in repose, but the rest, though usually

joined to this and equally beautiful is very different.

The poet in fact here seems to have been forcibly
reminded of the contrast between the hopeful rest, the

undisturbed peace, the glorious beauty of the scene before

him, and the transitory life of himself and of all the
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I yonder sun ; l.ut not like him t

next morn.w. No; nor even for a chill and wintry
season to be absent, and then return once more. Alas!
(hey were ur"ii" irrevocably. Then, what were they like?

Like a sun-^leuni in wild wintry weather

That hastens o'er Lena's wide heath,

So the Feinni- have faded together.

They were the lieam (he showery cloud shea 1

'

When don I the dark rain frown of heaven.

To snatch from the hunter the ray,

And wildly the moaning 1-are 1 -ranches are dri\<

While the weak hell'.-, all with-

But the sun, in his strength yet returning,
The fail- freshened w.

In the M that lau^h for their mour:

As they look on the S.MI of the

Kindly unveiling his hi

Through the soft and
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All their wan heads again will he muster

From their drear and their wintry bower.

Then with joy will their small buds keep swelling :

Not so they who sleep in the tomb
No sunbeam, that darkness dispelling,

Shall waken them up from their gloom.

Thus then does the Highland Popular Poetry, philo-

sophically and instructively, unite the protbundest
sentiments of human hearts, with the fairest and most

suggestive aspects of nature. The lofty old bard, who

produced these old fragments, speaks of the glorious

appearance and effect of power before him, like one who
had heard, and felt, and thought over "the still, sad

music of humanity," and therefore his poetry is so

essentially lyrical, and overflowing with such fine emotion.
"
Grian," the Gaelic word for sun, is feminine. The

sun is here addressed as masculine a circumstance

which, in the opinion of some Ossianic critics, creates an
odd confusion, and goes against the great antiquity of

this fine fragment. The supposed confusion, however,
does not appear to have been perceived by the unlettered

reciters of the poem who preserved it among them for,

at any rate, several generations, and by whom it is said

to be still repeated. This is something singular; for,

both in Gaelic writing and conversation, the sun is

uniformly represented by the pronoun she, and not he.

Thus, in the 19th Psalm, we read in Gaelic as in

German, where the sun is also feminine "She is like a

bridegroom."
" She rejoiceth as a hero that runs the

course." Her going fourth is from the end of the

heaven." There is nothing whatever that may be hid
iV'iin tin; h.-:it of her."

Goethe, in that most grand address to the setting sun,
which he has put into the mouth of the melancholy

: . millers his desponding hero address the
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Tha croinn uaine ro' dhruchd nam fras,

Ag eiridh gu bras a' d' chbmhdhail,
A's filidh bhinn nan coillte fas

A' cur failt ort gu moch le 'n bran.

Ach c* ait' am bheil ciar-imeachd na h-oidhche
Bo' d' ghnuis, mar air sgiathaibh an fhirein ?

C'ait' am bheil aig duibhre a chomhnuidh "?

'S uamh chosach nan reulta soillse

Trath leanas tu 'n ceuma gu luath,
Mar shealgair 'g an ruagadh 'san speur ;

Thusa 'direadh nan aonach ard,

'S iadsan air faoin-bheanntaibh fas a' leurn ?

'S aoibhinn do shiubhal, a Sholuis Aigh,
A sgaoileas, le d' dhearsadh, gach doinionn ;

'S is maiseach do chleachdan oir

A* snamh siar, 's do dhbigh ri pilleadh.
Le seachran, 'an dall-cheo na h-oidhche,
Cha ghlacar thu chaoidh a' d' chursa

;

'S doinionn nan cuanta gabhaidh
Cha seid gu brath as t-iuil thu.

Le gairm na ciuin-mhaidne bidh t' 6iridh,

'S do ghnuis fhaoilidh a' dusagdh le gean,
A' fbgradh na h-oidhch' o gach aite

Ach gnuis a' bhaird, nach faic do sholus.

TRANSLATION.

SON of the young morn ! that glancest
O'er the hills of the east with thy gold-yellow hairr

How gay on the wild thou advancest
Where the streams laugh as onward they fare

;
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Ami th' trees, yet bedew.
: li.-ir li-lr
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and is of course very old. We see what daring
boatmen the Western Highlanders must have been, when

they could encounter and speak of the dangers of the

deep, in so gallant and dashing a fashion as it manifests.

But it may be thought, perhaps, that the Hebrideans

were thus taught by the ancient Tickings ; although,

surely they who lived in islands surrounded by the

Atlantic, to whom all its mighty moods were as familiar

as daylight who had to contend with it manfully when

they sought to leave their homes or when they ventured

to tax its prolific waters for their maintenance, needed

no Tickings, nor any other people to train their hands to

skill, or fortify their hearts, when they rode on the strong

surges of their own immeasurable seas. The vigorous
and elastic spirit that pervades the following verses, must
have strung the heart of many a hardy mariner who
loved to feel the fresh and briny breeze drive his snoring

birlinn, bounding like a living creature over the tumbling
billows of the inland loch, or the huge swell of the

majestic main.

A SAIL IN THE HEBRIDES.

WE turned her prow into the sea,

Her stern into the shore,
And first we raised the tall tough masts,
And then the canVas hoar ;

Fast filled our towering cloud-like sails,

For the wind came from the land,
And such a wind as we might choose

Were the winds at our command :
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And listened to the plunging eels

The sea-gull's clang on high.

We had no other music

To cheer us on our way.
Till round those sheltering hills we passed,
And anchored in this bay.

THE BED OF GAUL.

THIS fragment forms the Lament spoken by Fingal over

the dead bodies of Gaul and of his wife. It occurs at the

conclusion of a much longer poem in Dr. Smith's " Old

Lays." The argument of the whole poem is thus shortly
stated :

"
Fingal summoned his heroes for an expedition

to the Isle of Ifrona. A flood in the river Strumon

prevented Gaul from joining them in time; but he
embarked in his ship alone on the succeeding day. On
his voyage, however, he passed his friends, who were

returning with victory, unperceived, and landed singly
on the hostile shore. According to the chivalrous idea

of those times he would not fly, but struck his shield as a

token of defiance to the islanders, against whom he singly
maintained a desperate conflict, till, fearful of a near

approach, they rolled a stone from above, which, striking
his thigh, disabled him, and there he was left by his

enemies to pine and die. His wife, Evirchoma, anxious

for his fate, embarked in a skiff with her infant son,

Ogall, at her breast, in quest of her lord, whom she found
in the pitiable situation described, and was able to carry
him to her boat, where they were discovered next

morning by Ossian, who had sailed in quest of them,

speechless and dying. He was only able to save the

child."
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FINGAL GOING TO BATTLE.

THERE seems to have been favourite bits of poetry

floating about in the Highlands, not belonging to any
particular poem, but ready to be used by the reciters in

any place where they appeared to fit well. These formed
an elaborate description of the dress, the appearance, the

warlike equipage, or else some single great action of a
celebrated hero

; or, indeed, any one incident in the old

traditions, common perhaps to them all, which might
strike the fancy of a young and sensitive mind, that

would keep brooding over the favourite passage for years,
until at last it finished and refined it into such lyric
excellence that it thenceforth formed a noted piece of

popular poetry, and one of the famed and welcome gems
of recitation round a thousand firesides.

The following very splendid description is found in

Kennedy's Collection in one poem ;
in Dr. Smith's

" Old Lays
"

in another
;
and in MacPherson's Ossian in

a third place. It is a piece of popular Highland poetry.
I translate this truly grand passage with the closest

fidelity :

"With loud-sounding strides he rush'd westward,
In the clank of his armour bright ;

And he look'd like the Spirit of Loda, that scatters

Dismay o'er the war-way and fight !

Like a thousand waves on a crag that roll, yelling,
When the ugly storm is at its height,

So awful the clash of his mail and his weapons,
While his face wore the winter of fight !

His smooth claymore glitter'd aloft

In his champion hand it was light ;
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Nor sweep with thy skirts from our eyesight,
Nor scatter their beauty away.

O'er the glen of the rushes, the hill of the hinds,
With the vague wandering vapour they go ;

O Bard of the times that have left us !

Aught of their life canst they show ?

OSSIAN.

The years that have been they come back as ye speak
-

To my soul in their music they glide ;

Like the murmur of waves in the far inland calm,
Is their soft and smooth step by my side.

THE FOUR WISE MEN AT ALEXANDER'S
GRAVE.

IT may surprise some people to find Alexander the Great

figuring in a Highland poem. But he is very well

known to the Gaelic-speaking people, among whom he

goes by the title of " Alastair M6r," words that may be

translated "
Big Sandy," quite as naturally as Alexander

the Great. The first time I heard this name applied to

the Macedonian conqueror was by an excellent tale-teller.

who offered to illustrate something or other that had just
been spoken of in his presence, by giving a story about
" Alastair M6r." I thought the man was going to ivfer

to some of his own cronies the name he used is so very
familiar in the Highlands ;

nor was it till, observing my
ignorance, he repeated the phrase with marked em-

phasis, and transluU'il it, saying, with some impatience,
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And there, alas !

"
the first man said,

" To day he lonely lies."

"
Proudly rode he on the earth

Not many days bygone :

And now the earth," the second cried,
" It rests on his breast-bone."

Then did the third wise speaker say,
" Not many days ere this

He own'd the whole round world
;
and now

Not seven short feet are his !

"

" Alexander treasured gold
To serve his every whim

;

And now," the fourth man sagely said,
" 'Tis gold that treasures him.",*

" Like gold was Philip's son the gold
That binds the jewels bright ;

Like the palm among the trees
;
the moon

Amid the stars of night ;

" Like the great whale among small fish
;

The lion 'mid the slain ;

The eagle when she drives the birds

From the rock of her lone reign.

" Like Sion hill amid the hills

The hill that holiest seems
;

Like the great sea unto the floods
;

Like Jordan 'mid the streams.

* Alexander the Great the pupil of Aristotle, died in 323 B.C.
and was buried in a golden entHn ;\t Alexandria, Lower Egypt,
city founded by himself. This explains the accuracy of the

phrase: '"Tis gold that treasures him."
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Judging from its contents its train of thought and its

tone of sentiment there is certainly no reason to suppose
that its author was acquainted with any of the doctrines

of Christianity ; but, on the contrary, every reason to

think that he was not that is, of course, granting it was

really an old heathen bard, and not some one assuming
such a character, who composed the verses. In the

closing lines, as will be seen, the singer wishes his harp,
his shell, and the shield that defended his forefathers in

battle, to be laid in the grave by his side
;
and he speaks

of his soul floating in its mist, on the breeze of the ocean,
to Flath-innis the Heroes' Isle where Ossian and Dail

reposed and slept in the house of the Bards on Ard-ven.

All this is certainly quite heathenish. But all this could

easily be done by a bard who lived all his life among
Christian Caledonians, and merely took on himself, for

the occasion, the person of an imaginary predecessor.
It is difficult to indentify the locality of the poem.

Mrs. Grant of Laggan says it was composed in Skye. But
the editor of the "Beauties of Gaelic Poetry," says, "The

poem itself seems to furnish some evidence, that at least

the scene of it is laid in Lochaber. Treig is mentioned as

having afforded drink to the hunters. Now, Loch-Treig
is in the braes of Lochaber. We know of no mountain
which is now called BenArd or Sgorr-eilt. Perhaps Ben-
Ard is another name for Ben Nevis. The great waterfall

mentioned near the end of the poem may have been

Easbha, near Kinloch-Leven, in Lochaber." Like almost
all reflective poetry that extends to any length, this poem
is sometimes a little obscure. It is not always very easy
to trace the connection of one train of thought with

another, nor is it always very obvious what the old man is

turning his mind to at all. The objects of his thought,
and the terms in which lie was in the habit of referring to

them, were both so familiar to himself that he, like other

poets of his class, seems never to have suspected they

might be less intimately known to his readers. " The
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But the tired kid his head shall lay

Upon my breast and sleep secure.

Then, flowing on the breeze's wing,
Come the soft plainings of the lamb,

And let the mellowing distance bring
The answer of its bleating dam.

Oft let the hunter's step go by,
His whizzing javelins let me hear

;

And to my cheek youth's blood will fly

When comes the chase with tumult near.

Now marrow to my bones 'twill bring
To hear the string, the horn, the hound.

When loud, "The stag is down," they sing,
I'll leap to hear the darling sound.

My dog, I'll see him in that mood
Who late and early follow'd me,

And O our dear hilly solitude

And crags that heard my bugle's glee.

And I shall see the welcome cave,
That saved us from the darkening night :

Its flikering flame shall wane and wave
Its quaichs once more shall give delight.

The sweet dear-flesh we'll roast it well
;

Treig's singing brook our thirst allay ;

Though mountains roar and ghosts should yell,
We '11 calmly rest us there till day.

Then high Ben-Ard* his form will rear

Chief of a thousand hills is he

* Ben-Art! is apparently Ben Nevis, the grandest and the

highest mountain in Britain, 4,406 feet high.
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Whence do the wandering breezes roam,*
That waft us thus thy grief and care,

O youth ! who went so far from home,
And left my hoary head so bare !

Are thine eyes tearful still, young maid,
So white of hand, so fair and wise 1

Peace rest with him that ne'er will fade,

Who from his strait bed may not rise !

O winds ! tell me, whose eyes have fail'd,

The sighing reeds where now they grow,
Past which the trouts have often sail'd

On wings that never felt you blow !

Oh raise me ! raise me with strong arm !

Beneath a new shade let me lie
;

The sun is riding high and warm,
Let the green branches shield my eye.

Then wilt thou come, vision mild !

That wand'rest 'mid the stars of night ;

And in thy music sweet and wild

Thou'lt bring me thoughts of past delight.

Oh see, my soul ! yon maiden fair

Beneath the oak-tree, king of groves !

* At this place Mrs. Grant of Laggan who has given a
translation of

" The Old Bard's Wish," among her poems published
in 1803 makes the following remark : "As there is very little

frost or snow in the Islands, great numbers of swans come there

from Norway in the beginning of winter. Some stay to hatch,
but they mostly go northward in summer. This furnishes the
bard with the linu image, very strongly expressed in the original,
of the north wind bearing towards him the moan of the departed;
upon which he inquires of the swan from what cold country
that well-known voice came. This affords him a pretence for

digressing.
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Where the heroes go where they lie

And sleep sound without music's tone,

Hall of Ossian and Dail ! open fly

The night comes and the bard is gone !

But ere it comes ere my mist wings its way
To Ardven, the house of the bards for aye
With harp and shell for the road let me play ;

Then farewell to the harp, the shell, the lay !
*

The paradise of the ancient Celts, Flath-innis, or the

Heroes' Isle a word now appropriated to a sacred use

was supposed to lie in the Western Ocean. There was
another place called Eilean na h-Oige, or the Island of

Youth, which is still frequently spoken of in Highland
tales. I once heard a long story told in prose in which
it made a considerable figure. It differed, however, from
the above, or at any rate, did not accord with the Old
Bard's idea of Flath-innis. For there were not only an

uninterrupted felicity and unfading youth enjoyed in

Eilean na h-Oige, but there were also activity and con-

sciousness not sleep. Neither was it a place for disem-

bodied spirits merely. The story I speak of represented
a man having been carried thither by a fairy wife whom
he had married, and with whom he had lived for some

years in the world. He was a middle aged man when
he was carried off) but his youth was renewed in even
more than its early bloom whenever he set foot on the

island. He stayed there, with the most perfect enjoy-
ment, for a few weeks, as appeared to him. Then he

expressed a wish to go back and see another wife and

family whom he had left behind him in his own home.
His wish was complied with, after he 'had promised his

fairy wife to return with her whenever his curiosity

* The measure is changed in the last verse of the original,
as above.
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VERSES ADDRESSED TO MR. E. LLHUYD.*

WHEN Mr. Edward Llhuyd published his "Archseologia

Britannia," in 1704, so pleased were the Highlanders
with the interest with which he invested their language,
that many of them addressed complimentary verses to

him, expressive of their appreciation of his work, In

* What follows is the original of these verses, with the spell-

ing somewhat modernized, to make them more intelligible to the

Gaelic reader:

Air teachd o 'n Spainn do shliochd a' Ghaidheil ghlais,
'S do shliochd nam Milidh, 'n fhine nach bu tais;

Bu mhor an sgle6 's gach fod air cruas an lana,
Air nTeachd f6s 's air foghlum nach bu ghann.
'N uair dh' fhas am por ud mor a bhos a's thall

Bha meas a's pris de 'n Ghailig anns gach ball

An Teanga lionmhor, bhrighmhor, bhlasda, bhinn,
'S a' Chanain thartrach, liobhta, ghasda, ghrinn.

An cfiirt nan Righ, re mile bliadhn' a's treall,

Gu 'n robh i 'n tus mu 'n d' thog caimit Dhu'-ghall ceann.

Gach fili 's bard, gach le"igh, aosdan' a's draoi,

Gach seanachaidh fos, gach eoladhain shaor a's saoi,

Gu'n tug Gathelus leis o '11 Eiph't a nail,

'S an (lailig sgriobh iad sud le gnlqmh am peann.
Na diadhairean mor, bu chlm 's bu ghloir do 'n Chleir,
B' ami leath', gu tarbhach, 'labhair iad briathra Dhe".

B'i labhair Padruig 'n Innisfail nan righ,
'S am Faidhe naomh sin, Calum caomh 'an I.

Na Frangaich liobhta lean gach tir am beus,
O I nan l)eoraidh glialdi V

L';U'}I iVighlum fivunih.

I',' i IT cid. -mtiinte luchd gach diithch' a'-

Chuir (Jsiill a's Dnbh-yliaill rluiin an iiiil '90 '11 claim.

Nis dh' fhalbh i uainn gu tur, mo thni;ii:li ! 's mo chreach !

I
re liu-hd a -aoil !' e sud :m snci^li'l i';i scacli !

Thuit i 's:;n Inr in' ;iraon r'a h-ii^lid'railih iV-in,

; a llaitli' 'in 1m diilh' i ghal)h d' a fumhdach sj
.
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verses are interesting as showing the enthusiasm of a

Highland clergyman on seeing his native language duly
honoured by such an eminent man as Mr. Llhuyd was.

When first from Spain the grey Gael hither came
With the Melesian race, a dauntless stock

Their hardy blades were not in tales more famed
Than were their lays and lore, through every land.

Once this fair seed had spread out far and near,
Then honour meet and due the Gaelic gained :

That copious, tasteful, sweet, expressive, tongue,
That polished, sounding smooth, well-ordered speech.
In regal courts a thousand years and more
It reigned, ere raised its head the dark Gall's tongue:
Then bard, and lyrist, prophet, leech and sage,
All trace and record of achievement brave,
Since first Gathelus left the Egyptian strand,
Wrote down in Gaelic with effective pen.

Ni gach triath riutsa comunn,
Gheibh thu moladh 'an Eirinn thall.

Dhuisgeadh leat as an uaigh
A' chanain chruaidh a bha fo smal

Teanga bha cian fo gheasaibh
Do chuireadh leat an clo r seal.

Tuigseach, saibhir do theagasg,
Soileir, saibhir, s^imh do ghloir;

Lionmhor, brlghmhor do shean-fhacail

Sgiamhach, taitneach, ciallach m6r.

Thoir mo bheannachd do Mhaisdir Liath
A dhuisg, le buaidh, Foclair fial :

Bheir gach Ghidheal dhuitse beannachd
Is e leatsa thar na dlfairmhear.

Seunms MacMhuir, Sagart Chill-Daltan.
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Hath moved thee and inspired thee now, O Llhuyd
To do thy work with energy and art

;

And make His own great name adored and praised
In every region by the Gael possessed.
So neither let, nor distant be the day,
When shall thy name in every heart be writ,

And every memory, in lettered gold.

And, now, a blessing, and adieu from me,
From heart, and hand, and tongue attend on thee.
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Eastward, is offered with the tide at full,

A peaceful, pleasant, variegated scene

From the green margin of the swollen loch

Deep, to the background resting on the sky.
With three high hills, its giant guardians raised,

Together standing, conical and blue.

High up the brae on which the village stands

Runs one wide street its pride and ornament
With its quay jutting in the sea below,
And at its head the church spire high in heaven;
Its tiled or slated houses rise between,
And in the midst of all, the ancient pump,
That mark of Terminus, the steadfast gocl,

Once painted blue, with freestone trough appears.
This is the scene, then, of my song to-day,
And evening is the time.

An August afternoon blue sky bright sun
The village streets, that wont so quiet be,

All full of bustling life and busy talk,

And tread of men, and tramp of horses' feet;

With hundreds occupied in countless ways,
Single, together, moving or at rest,

Spreading a murmur like a cataract.

There, on one spot, are sunburnt faces seen,
With massy features and bluff hardy look,.

And broad and brawny forms, all clad in blue.

The deep sea fishers these, whose luggers ride

The breezy sea that clips the Hebrides
;

And these their wives, so garrulous and glad,
Who sell their hard smoked fishing by the score,

And black coarse oil, to meet the winter night.
With them their daughters come, all trig and smart,
And youngsters eager for the holiday,
Now wildly staring, for they never looked

On such a crowd of busy men before.
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As any statist gives a nation's hopes
What is his age, his quality, and breed ?

Pass yet along, and see this dusty close,

With many hundred pattering feet impressed,
When, with a whirr, the flock together run
At near approach of some stray dog, or man
Who comes to choose a wether, or few sheep,
To eke his stock and bring next summer gain.
That tall stout man, in the grey homespun dressed-

Who moves about with such a manly stride,

And whose large hand, so oily and so tarred,
Picks for the buyer what he wants to take
Is owner both and keeper of the sheep.
To all and each alike, or high or low,
He speaks sedately in his native tongue,
With easy flow of past'ral rhetoric,
And self possessed, in conscious rectitude

Dispenses courtesy and nice regard
So quick to feel indignity himself.

For though his station bears no glossy show,

Yet, filled with treasured memories of old,

With deeds of valour, gentleness, and birth,

The shepherd holds within his secret soul,

A grace like David's with the pride of Saul.

And thus he feels, though poor the mode of life,

What truly makes the man may yet be great,

Although he owns not much, if he but knows
And acts in self-collected dignity
Unmoved but thus : not what the eye perceives,
But what is felt and living in the mind
Ennobles man, and doth the earth adorn.

So lived the prophets in the days of old

Long may such spirits permeate our own.

Still further pierce into the deepening crowd,
Cautious you give the frequent steeds, the while,
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Now in the heat of rivalry she stands,
Where bold competitors, with practised wile,
On every side allure the urchin's eye.
To disappointment not unseklom doomed,
She sees the valued currency that flows

On either side, but scarcely reaches her

Boding but ill unto the hoarded store

Devoted to her secret beverage.
Across the street there rolls a thundering drum,
And through the crowd that rush and struggle by
You have a glimpse of some gay figure near,
In cotton garment all with spangles decked:

Flitting like figures in a fairy dream.

They with their feats of rare dexterity
Their balls, cups, cards, and strange ventriloquism,
Their matchless pony's knowing craftiness,
And Lady of the Troop, so gaudy dressed,
Who dances blindfold 'mid the rows of eggs,
And foots so featly that they cry,

"O rare !

"

Draw crowded houses thunders of applause.
Did Thespis lead a life like this of old ?

And thus began the comedy of Greece ?

Strange what a difference a language makes,

Lagging behind, or moving with an age !

But hark ! a note of music touched mine ear

Come, we will trace it up this flight or steps,
Built to an outer wall with clumsy flags,

Whose rough ascent conducts us to the door

Now open wide, inviting customers.

li cw is a loft, in winter stored with hay,
Or corn, or i'<>dd<>r, for the cattle kept,
Now swept juid fitted ior the fiery dance;
And from the ^loniniiiL,', through some brisk dark hours,
A steady thumpm;-; will In- lu^m! afar,

As rattles on the sharp and sounding string

red, tin- ezoitil ithspcv.
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The older spinster, rising in her turn,

With glass in hand, says some appropriate words,
"To the good health of all," and does but taste.

Protesting faintly that her head is weak,
And that indeed she cannot, dare not more,
Yet yielding most reluctantly, 't would seem,
To the warm pressure of the welcome kind,
That pours so heartily from every side.

What can she do, but sacrifice herself 1

And suck in slowly every diamond drop,

Looking like Socrates, the poisoned sage,
In pensive resignation all the while.

A wringing pressure from the horny hand,
A warm good-wish to each and all around,
Then every man swigs at a gulp his share,

And forth they sally to the street again.

Meeting old faces with a tone of joy,

A quickened step, and eager offered hand,
A kind enquiry and a firm long shake,

As if the one had dropped from the moon,
The other from the planet Jupiter;
And if no further business intervene,

They will adjourn to have a dram betimes.

This jovial work makes heated heads at last,

And warms the blood that courses through their veins,

With no small ardour at the very best,

And fires the mind, and swells the excited soul,

Till whisky, talking, dancing, music's power,
Or favoured rival's envied privilege,

Or fancied insult in some careless tone,

Or pride of prowess and ambitious strength,
Or tipsy singer's loud and cheery note,

Who reels contentedly beside a friend,

With squabbles, and confused and grating noise

Close on the few late revellers the scene.
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And friends, thank God, who still are friends,
Just as they were before.

And men and matrons jnaids and youths,
Who are no friends at all

;

They too come nocking to my side,

With or without a call :

The old, the young, the grave, the gay
The short ones and the tall.

They troop into the village streets

They stand as oft they stood,
Round the street-corners, talking long

Of bad things and of good ;

For the flippant and the wise were there

The civil and the rude.

Those streets and corners still are there,
But all the men are gone ;

I see the houses, hills and shores,

And ways they walked upon ;

But not the men the sense seems lost

That on their doings shone.

Yet all the lifeless things remain
There in its old grey calm

;

The church still stands, where first I) heard,
After a nasal Psalm,

A sermon preached by an old man,
Who spoke of Abraham.

And there by its green hill I see

The old and schoolboy spot,

And the scene where many a summer eve,

My Virgil was forgot,
While lightning hours of joy I spent
With the wizard Walter Scott.
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Thy flashing waters plunge and roll,

And murmuring ebb and flow
;

And clouds sail o'er thy lucid breast,
And bright suns on thee glow.

While I have changed, and nobler things
Than thou have changed with me,

Hearts that have life, and thought, and hope,
And yet must daily see

So much they care for join the past,
Like my young thoughts of thee.

Sweet Loch ! farewell ! I love to see

Yon sunshine gild thy breast,

For surely He who keeps thee so,

In fadeless glory drest,

Can treasure yet for me what's gone,
At its brightest and its best.

SIR LACKLAN MOR.*

A DISTINGUISHED chief of the MacLeans, who was known
as Sir Lachlan Mor, on account of his great size and

prowess, was killed in a bloody battle between his own
clan and the MacDonalds, which took place in the year

1598, on the shore of Gruinart, Islay. The story says that

he was killed by a deformed and very diminutive man,
named Dubh Shee, who had offered the chief his services

before the fight commenced, but met with rather a

contemptuous refusal. The man immediately went over

to the other side, whose leader, Sir J Mines MacDonald,

*See note III.
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Slowly, o'er the weary moorland,
From the dank and deadly shore.

Slowly, and in bitter sorrow,

Through a rough and rugged way,
With the yellow beams upon it

Of the sickly setting day.

Ah ! how lowly lies the leader;
See how pale his face is now;

Never in the hall or highway
Never on the mountain brow

Shall his step be laid majestic;
Shall his stately form be seen;

Shall his voice inspire the council,
Or the fight his manly mien.

Never shall his clan behind him
Gather in the joy of fight ;

Never draw their cold blue weapons
Hard and deadly glancing bright.

Poorly now the chief's attended,

Rudely now the hero's led;
Yet he wakes not from the slumber

Of yon red and mossy bed.

For the sad stamp's on his features

Which Dubh Slice's hard arrow bore
;

On the moor Clan Gillian redden'd
With their bravo and boiling gore.

Only two are with the driver

Of a rolling, rorking car,

Stretch'd whereon the dead man's carried

From the fiery field of \v;ir.
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Out she drew the chieftain's dagger,
As she hurled this angry cry

At the boor who gloomed before her,

With his dull and threatening eye.

And she struck him down, and left him
Stretched beneath the sunbeams there,

Like a wild fowl by the falcon

Swept from out the fields of air.

Then, alone, their dead they carried,

While one nursed the manly brow

Nursed, it on her bosom gently,
Like a holy, heavenly vow.

And one tenderly she drove him
To the sad and solemn ground,

Where the hero's dust reposes,
With the mouldering ashes round.

Soft and slowly there we leave them
Chieftain ! may thine ashes rest,

Peaceful as the voice of prayer
From a calm, untroubled breast !

Long as sound the breezes o'er them,
Sound the voice of psalms beside

;

And spread Christ's peace-speaking Gospel
From thy green sod, far and wide !

Sir Lachlan M6r MacLean is buried in the churchyard
of Kilchoman, Islay, near the south wall of the church.

This serves to explain the reference to psalms, etc., in the

concluding lines.
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From morn to evening since his earliest youth,

Facing the task allotted him by heaven.

How unpretending was his life and poor,
And yet 't was full of something noble too,

Though passed so humbly on that lonely moor,
And I'm persuaded Angels may have caught
Themes for their praises from this cottar's acts !

The man was honest from the very first,

Although in youth he gave but little heed

To truth's great sanction and its source divine.

Perhaps he thought himself too low and mean,
And far too ignorant to turn his thoughts
Unto the cure and governance of souls;

Though in him too the eternal image lay
In lustrous fragments, as in all mankind,
But these he may have thought false, foolish toys,

Misleading men from self's more useful ways
Thus spurning good with carnal sense away
Thus hugging foolishness and seeming wise.

Howe'er that be, his oaths were many then,
And wild his talk, and unrestrained his wit,
And very seldom to the church went he,

Till, how it came I know not, at the last

A little seed was wafted to his mind
A casual seed that tilled his soul with fear

;

Then woke he up as from a nattering giream,
And he looked onward, and around, and back
With eyes from which some misty scales had fallen,

And nothing saw but Power Almighty Power
Moved by a Spirit he partook not in.

Ah ! then he felt an awful shading gloom ;

For his past life rose like a wall of fire,

And hedged him close in his own feeble being,
With sin and terror for his visitors,

In that worst solitude man ever feels

The experienced need of sympathy divine.
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In gentle happiness this rustic lived,

Thankful his Master was so good to him.

Oh ! what tranquility and tender joy
Now thrilled his spirits as he trod the fields,

Where every change, each evidence of power,
Gave him fresh proof of never failing love.

What high and deep, and sacred truth he knew,
This simple peasant in these lonely fields !

How would he turn the soil which God had given
To feed his creatures in such wondrous ways !

How would he watch the waving harvest fields

The yearly miracle on which we feed,

And touch with reverence, and hope, and love,

That offered staff of life held forth by God,
On which all creatures lean for their support !

There was a true abiding dignity in this

A good thus lived for, and a good thus done

A noble spirit in a lowly sphere
Was his, who lived as seeing the unseen.

There is such grandeur in a good man's life,

How poor soe'er the form that covers it,

Let but the heart be humble and sincere,

How poor soe'er the garb that covers him,

Although in homely weed he tread the earth,

And till the ground, or tend the flocks and herds :

Although he issue every morning forth

From a frail hut, and leave a humble couch

Although his occupation be not one

That lifts the fancy, or that sways the thought
Not one that calls for energy and power,
For knowledge, training, or for mighty care.

There is a grandeur in his life I ween
A high nobility, a rank divine

;

Though on an earthen floor he kneels, in peace,
To say with rcvm-nt devotion's power,
"Our Father" to the God that ina<l<- the heavens-
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The moon is near its setting wheeled.

And the southwest is bright ;

Where half obscured, its site is marked

By a dim blotch of light.

All else is dark above, below,
And silent as the dead

;

All, save the hoarse end swollen brook
That frets its moory bed.

Another sullen stifled sound,
Is the deep note and grand

That lulls in every hour of calm,
An ocean-girded land.

Ten miles the road doth stretch along
Before a house you reach

;

Three miles through moor and sandhills,
And seven along the beach.

Where, ever as you wander on,
The sea-waves rolling blue,

The yellow sand, the bent so brown,
And streamlets passing through.

Rocks, hills, and silent distant moors,
Are all that you may see

;

But in the night 'tis lonelier far,
And wild as well may be.

Why then so late and carelessly,
On trampling steed and strong,

Rides Captain Gorrie all alone,
This lonely road along

1

?

What boon and joyous company,
\Vh;it bien and bright fireside,
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His ancient song whene'er his steed

Starts at the touch of fear.

Thus far they tell the road is lost

In the loose shifted sand,
And nearer they approach and near

The loud and roaring strand.

What ails thy steed now, Captain, tel]

What ail thy steed and thee

What makes him start and snort so loud

At scenting of the sea ?

What feeling makes him toss so high
His head, and step so light,

And seem for nervous start prepared,
And haste and headlong flight ?

A strong hand holds the bridle rein.

The horse turns to the left,

And all along the line of waves

Trips warily and deft.

His rider looks a moment round,
Where o'er the wide blue sea,

Before the moon that bursts its shroud

The misty shadows flee.

The gelding grey starts once again,
The Captain glances back

My God ! what stalwart horseman ridts

Upon that giant bl:u-k !

Dies in a cough the Captain's song,
lie spurs the gallant grey,
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His servants find the Captain bold,
At breaking of the day.

The Captain he was weary,
But the Captain he was well,

The gallant grey was weary too,

For he stumbled and he fell.

And rolled away, and lifeless lay
With a gasp upon his side,

No more his master backs the grey,
In rough and rapid ride.

As the Captain looks in pity,
The salt tear fills his eye,

He thinks of that dread horseman,

Through all the night so nigh.

And swears to raise a monument,
And dig a noble grave,

For the horse that beat Beelzebub
Beside the salt sea wave.

THE HAUNTED WATER OF DUBH-THALAMH.*

IN the Highlands, although the people are sufficiently

superstitious, and tell many tales, with witches, ghosts,
fairies, and water-kelpies, and many kinds of supernatural
beings in them, they never introduce such creatures into

their poetry; and hardly even allude, through this

channel, to any of the wild and strange beliefs so

* See Note VI.
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Then a rush whirls round, and a terrible sound

By the wind and the water is made.

And, hark ! how they breathe, like a thing that has life !

Oh, list what the wild waves say !

" Why alone, all alone, is this mariner thrown,
Like a waif, by the tempest away V

He sits in the stern of his boat, and he hears

The wan waves that beat, and the wild winds that fleet,

And the tempest that scatters the spray like tears,
Where it treads with its merciless feet.

He sits and he groans, as the keel grates the beach
With a harsh and a rasping sound

;

And he tries to sleep till the morning steep
In its light the stranger ground.

He tries to sleep, but soon starts and awakes
;

For a sound is in the air,

That is not the sound of the wind or the wave,
And it raises his fell of hair.

It is not the tread of a man that he hears,
Nor the sound of a human tongue ;

He folds his arms on his breast, and peers
The dim-dark shore along.

Now on the left, and now on the right,
And now it comes before

;

Sweet mercy ! there's some vague dark thing

Upon the stormy shore.

Oh, horror ! there's a dull, deep sound,
Like breath from a tighten'd throat
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'Tis the darkening again on the lonely shore

Of yon dim and dismal dole.

'Tis the sense that he's not alone alone

With the waste and the howling storm
;

JTis the sense of the ill that rises still,

With its dark and vapoury form.

That's the wind that cries, that's the billow that roars

But 'tis neither that groans so near :

'Tis the shadowy form of the night and the storm

Come to torture his listening ear.

And downward it glides, as black in the night
As the deep thunder-cloud in the day ;

And it stands by his boat, with its gibbering note.

While he strives in his fear to pray.

Then he crouches down in the ebon gloom,
For his sins have choked his prayer ;

And above it hangs like a sorrowful doom,
Like a poisonous mist in the air.

Forward and downward, and forward it bends,
And it casts its embrace around,

And shuts him out from the tempest about,
Till its roar seems a distant sound !

Away, away, his soul is drawn,
And the darkness is more dread,

Though the storm seems hush'd as the shelter'd lawn.

Where the hare and the fawn are fed.

Away, away, till he faints ho faints,

And breathes one stilled sigh,
As he calls on God to save his soul

In his parting agony !
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KNOWEST THOU THE LAND?

KNOW'ST thou the land where the herd, houseless, strayed,
When summer's night was but one gloaming shade

Where still the billows roll in sunny gold,
And thousand moors their thousand waters hold

Know'st thou that land ? The hardy Islesman's home,
Whence oft, alas ! an exile he must roam.

Know'st thou its scenes, where autumn's threat'ning
shower

Now stirs scant wish to snatch the mellow houH
Since ruins mark where houses sbood of yore,
And silence yawns around the good man's door

Know'st thou its scenes'? What simple joys they've

seen,
Round them what worth, what innocence have been !

Know'st thou its hills, where wandering mists repose.
And bleach the rocks o'er which the heather grows ;

Whose warmest couch the grouse and blackcock share

Those chartered denizens of earth and air

Know'st thou its hills whence the eye glances free

Over the measureless and western sea?

Know'st thou its lochs on which, when sunset's o'er,

The boat glides softly to the fragrant shore
;

While cattle bellow and the house-dogs bay,
And hamlet noises pass with light away
Know'st thou its lochs 1 On them night's sky-born beam
Welcome in peace the poorest taper's gleam.
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Who'd faced, full many a wintry year,
The storms upon the sea :

"My trust is yet in Him who sent

About my mates and me,
This strong and fearful element

This gloom in which we be."

"My trust is yet in Him," he said,

"Who knows to guide our way ;

We have not from His mercies strayed,

Though on these waters grey."

Just then from out the darkness broke
A fair and starlike gleam ;

The word of hope was scarcely spoke
Ere rose its brightening beam.

And straight the rowers' strength returned

The rowers' hearts were cheered
;

Strong with Hope's flame again they burned,
Whene'er yon star appeared.

For well their pilot knew who raised

Its far-flung beacon light ;

He knew near whose warm home it blazed,
To cheer the howling night.

He knew whose care had placed it there,

Amid the tempest wild,

The whilst she breathed her simple prayer
His poor and lonely child.

Twas she who guarded well that flanu-

From the fierce wind ,-iml spray,
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Dear Islay, good Islay !

Thou holy-soil'd Islay !

My fathers are sleeping
Beneath thy green sod.

O Islay ! kind Islay !

Well, well be thou keeping
That dear dust awaiting
The great day of God.

Old Islay ! God bless thee,

Thou good mother, Islay !

Bless thy wide ocean !

And bless thy sweet lea !

And Islay, dear Islay !

My heart's best emotion,
For ever and ever

Shall centre in thee !

The following extract, from Mr. Campbell's "West

Highland Tales," may be read with some interest in

connection with the above : "lN"o Highlander, if his

friends can help it, is buried anywhere but at home.

Coffins may be seen on board the steamers, conveying to

the outer islands the bodies of those who have died on

the mainland. It is a poetic wish to be buried amongst
friends, and one that is in full force to this day. The
curse of Scotland may occasionally intrude even on such

solemn occasions
;
but a funeral is almost always decor-

ously conducted. In some places, as I am told, a piper

may still be seen at the head of the funeral procession,

playing a dirge. There :s no want of reverence; but

death is treated as an ordinary event. I have seen a

man's tombstone, with a blank for the date, standing at

the end of his house while he was quite well." Vol. i
,

p. -J35.
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All self-absorbed, and swallowed up,
With its loud roaring done!

"Methinks, beside such empty bed,
Filled full in other days,

With many a kindly-sounding word,
And many a noble phrase.

"I see some much relying friend

Look down with pitying eyes,
Where manly friendship once bragged loud,

And gallant sympathies;

"But where there's now revealed a heart,

Hard as a stone and dry,
With greedy sands that still refuse

A drop for passer-by.

"A scornful thought will be that friend's

A cutting word, I ween;
Yet, were I he, I would not change

What's now for what hath been."

LITTLE EMMELINE.

How playfully the torrent goes
How merrily it sings !

From out the distant hills it flows,
Afar the snowy foam it flings ;
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OPPRESSORS AND THE OPPRESSED.

ECCLESIASTES, IV, 13.

AND then I turned to the oppressed,
And lo ! the tears they shed

The silent and the bitter tears,
And the hard life they led.

Now they were scourged by bitter tongues,
Now scorned by haughty eyes,

And shut by cold and ruffian hearts

From fostering sympathies.

And as I looked I marvelled much
I wondered much to see,

That men of grace, so needful all,

So graceless all should be.

I marvelled, when some shameless man,
Of low and selfish ways,

I saw advanced to places high,
And overwhelmed with praise.

I marvelled at them all, to think

That these and such as these

Should have this great and glorious world

To do with as they please.

And then I said, "Between them both,

Hypocrisy and gold,

Sway this great world in every way
They sway the young and old.

"They sway the high, they sway the low
The learned and the lay

They sway the high imposingly,
The mean, in meaner way."
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All lonely, but replete with thought,
And linked to things long passed away ;

By my rapt fancy thither brought
From storied page or rousing lay.

This, this is that same solitude

Where stooped the hern her solemn wing
To stand, like some old ghost, and brood,

By moory loch and oozy spring.

There wailed the plover's plaintive cry
There wild ducks bent the heather dun,

That fringed those lines of melody
Where secret streams still sing and run.

This, this is that same solitude

Through which the soft sea-breathings sighed,

Like a sad soul in search of good
From which, perforce, it wandered wide.

And still the billows' far heard moan

Hangs o'er it like an awful doom,

Spoke in some antique Titan tone,

Long shrouded in primeval gloom !

The hills there silent stand for aye
The clouds yet wander solemnly,

Through evening's weird and deep'ning grey,

Or dreamlike on its bosom lie.

Oh ! this is the old place I loved,

When haunted by the gloaming mild,

And by the spirit-wind that moved,
Almost to life, yon desert wild.

Then how I peopled the dim scene

With things in climes remote and near,

And other ages that have been

Things that yet iloat like shadows here !
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HASTE FROM THE WINDOW.

The words of this song are intended by the singer to

convey a warning to her lover, one of the outlawed

MacGregors, to flee from his enemies.

Haste, haste from the window, oh stay not, my love,

Fly swift as the breeze and delay not, my love,

Haste, haste from the window, oh stay not, my love,

Fly swift as the breeze and delay not, my love.

The pilotless ship is unmoored by the tide, ..

The breakers triumphant career o'er her side;

Haste, haste from the window, oh stay not, my love,

Fly swift as the breeze and delay not, my love.

Haste, haste from the window, oh stay not, my love,

Fly swift as the breeze and delay not, my love,

Haste, haste from the window, oh stay not, my love,

Fly swift as the breeze and delay not, my love,

Go quickly, but softly, for danger is near,
Oh woe, if a trace of thy footsteps appear ;

Down, down by the grey copse, hide deep in its shade,
Lie hushed in the dell which the torrent has made.

Haste, haste from the window, oh stay not, my love,

Fly swift as the breeze and delay not, my love,

Haste, haste from the window, oh stay not, my love,

Fly swift as the breeze and delay not, my love,
The mist of the mountain shall wrap thee around,

Thy tread shall be lost in the cataract's sound,
Around thy light vessel the vexed waves chafe,
One bound o'er the wave and my lover is safe.
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THE PRAISE OF ISLAY.

CHORUS: Oh! iny Island, oh, my Isle !

Oh! my dear, my native soil,

Again the rising sun can smile

With golden beams on Landy.

I see afar yon hill, Ardinore,
The beating billows wash its shore,
But ah ! its beauties bloom, no more,

For me no more in Islay.
Oh ! my Island, <fec.

But birchen branches there are gay,
And hawthorns wave their silvered spray;
And every bough the breezes sway
Awakens joy in Islay.

Oh ! my Island, (fee.

There eagles rise on soaring wing,
And herons watch the gushing spring;
And heath-cocks with their whirring bring

Their own delight to Islay.
Oh ! my Island, ifec.

Its mavis sings on hazy boiisji,

Its linnet haunts the glen below,
And 0, may long their wild notes flow
With melodies in Islay.

( )h ! my Island, ifec.

The black-cock too, so glossy brave
The ducks that cleave the moory wave
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The line of grey geese, long and grave,
I've seen them all in Islay.

Oh! my Island, &c.

I've heard the calf the dun cow greet,
The sportive lambkin loudly bleat

The gentle doe trip fast and fleet

From shade to shade in Islay.
Oh ! my Island, &c.

Though Islay's shore is rocky, drear,

Early doth the sun appear
On leafy brake and fallow deer,
And flocks and herds in Islay.

Oh, my Island! oh my Isle!

Oh, my dear, my native soil !

From thee no scene my heart can wile

That's wed with love to Islay.
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NOTES ON THE POEMS
BY THE

EEV. JOHN G. MACNEILL.

The subjoined hints may prove helpful to some readers in

explaining a few of the local references interwoven with the
texture of the Original Poems.

I. A FAIR DAY. The Fair Day is Lammas Market
held annually in Bowmore. Thitherward wend their

way the rural belle, and the rustic beau. It was a

benign providence that this lovely town was not a place
of public resort for lads and lasses in the palmy days of

good Mr. Hugh MacKay of Laggan. For then where
stood the Ancient Pump, in his orthodox blue coat,

presiding over the copious libations of his freestone

trough, was a shaky piece of bogland covered with rank

flags. The loving arms of Laggan farm then embraced
the warm hearth-stones of the Bowmore cottages, which
were few and far between. Hugh's son, the gallant

Major Makay, Laggan, was the last representative of

Donald Balloch's lieutenant, Brian Yicar Mackay who
in 1408 received a Gaelic Charter to lands in Islay from
his Noble Chief. Bowmore was projected by the fifth

Daniel Campbell, of Islay, who died in 1777, ami at

whose expense also ilic riuij-like church at the head of the

Main Street was built. The Rev. John Murdoch was

appointed pastor of the combined parishes of Kilurrow
and Kilmeny in 1769. He w:is the lirst minister who

preached in this circular church. But for leaving
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has a sister. A handsome sum of money was gathered
for fourteen children, Wilson's seven sons and their only
sister.

II. LOCHINDAAL. At the entrance to this loch, there
stand about eight miles apart, like the Pillars of Hercules,
the Point of the Rhinns and the Mull of Oa. Lochindaal
stretches to a distance of twelve miles into the heart of

Islay, and forms a good roadstead for ships in stormy
weather. Mr. Pattison's home was situated in close

proximity to the "pebbly shore of ship sailing Lochindaal."
The reader is at once carried on the wings of bardic

imagination, and placed in the very centre of Bowmore.
The conical church stands, like a guardian angel,
surrounded by its tidily-kept God's Acre where repose
the mortal remains of our beloved forefathers. The
"Nasal Psalm" has been superseded by a more melodious

organ. But the "old man, who spoke of Abraham," is

now with the Father of the Faithful in the Home above.
This alludes to the Rev. James Macintosh, A.M., who
became minister of Kilarrow and Kilmeny in 1797.

III. SIR LACHLAN Mb-K. This brave knight of Duart
was one of the ablest and the greatest chiefs the plucky
and enterprising MacLeans ever had. One of his great
ancestors, "Lauchlayne Maklan of Dowart," is mentioned
as a witness in an "obligation of the Erie of Ross," that is

Alexander of Islay, Earl of Ross, and Lord of the Isles.

It is dated "at Inuernys the xxiiij day of the moneth of

Octobris the yere of oure lord a thousande four hundyr
thyrty and nyne yeris." This obligation refers to the

Marriage of Marion of Islay, the Earl's sister, to

Alexander Sutherland of Dunbeath. Marion was the

daughter of Donald Balloch of Islay, Earl of Ross, and
Lord of the Isles. Margaret, the daughter of this Marion
of Islay, was married to William Calder, seventh Thane
of Cawdor. This Marion of Islay was the great-grand-
mother of Lady Muriel Calder, the rich heiress of Cawdor,
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who fled to Ireland, and thence to Spain. His wife was

Margaret Campbell of Cawdor, Sir John's sister. After

Argyll's apostacy and disgrace he, too, had escaped to

Spain. But in the land of their exile, the Chief of the

Campbells and the Chief of the MacDonalds dwelt

together in unity! Sir James MacDonald was restored

to Royal favour and died at London in 1626. To enter

upon a historical outline of the sanguinary battle of

Ceann Traigh Ghruineard, fought in 1598, would occupy
too much space.

IV. THE Pious LABOURER. This aged pilgrim who
is now eighty-six years of age is still living in "green and

grassy Islay." For a long number of years he acted as

the honoured and trustworthy grieve of Captain Colin

MacLean, Laggan, Mr. Thomas Pattison's uncle. Like

Eliezer, the steward of Abraham's house, this faithful

man "ruled over all that his master had." While the

MacLean s increased in material wealth, the Pious

Labourer, heir of a kingdom, although "silver and gold
has he none," daily grew richer in faith. He does not

know that he has been made the subject of one of Mr.
Pattison's Original Poems: An Islay minister, in a

letter addressed to me, dated March 26, 1890, says:
"I saw -

,
ten days ago, and I had a talk

with him about Mr. Thomas Pattison, as you requested.

says he knew Mr. Pattison well, and that

he had a very high opinion of him. He at the same
time said, that he was the first to teach Mr. Pattison to

read the Scriptures in Gaelic. He also stated that his

young friend frequently passed Bowmore, and went to

Skerrols on the Sabbath day."
Mr. Pattison's recollections of the words and works of

his saintly friend are suffused with the glow of genuine
friendship. Let me quote a few lines :

"There is a grandeur in his life I ween
A high nobility, a rank divine;
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Donald of Ardnacross, on whom, for his memorable
defence of the pass of Stirling Bridge at the period of the
Battle of Bannockburn, this estate was apparently
bestowed by King Robert Bruce. The gallant Captain
was not only a brave and daring soldier, but was also

deeply imbued with the spirit of adventure and travel.

Leing of a restless disposition and moved by the

fascinating idea of foreign sight-seeing, he borrowed

money from a Colonel Campbell of Campbeltown, in

whose hands, till he should return, he left as security the
estate of Ardnacross. But when he came home from his

eventful tour, he had no money wherewith to repay the

Colonel. However, as soon as the Major Ban in distant

lands heard of his brother's pecuniary embarrassment, he
forthwith refunded Colonel Campbell every penny of the

loan he had given Captain Gorrie. The wily Colonel,
rather suspiciously, kept the repayment of the money a

profound secret until he had heard that the Major was
on his way home. This payment on the part of the

Major was equivalent to buying Ardnacross. It was

through him that it came into the hands of the Ellister

family. It is now owned by the eldest son of the late

Rev. Hector MacNeill, who was successively minister of

Portnahaven, his native parish, of Hope Street Church,

Glasgow, and thereafter of Lochend Free Church,

Campbeltown. Captain Gorrie had a son who was

familiarly known in Islay as DhbmhnullRuadha? Chaiptein.
This son, like his father, was possessed with the military

spirit, entered the army and attained to the rank
of a Colonel. He was knighted by the Portuguese
Government. After his retirement from active service

Sir Donald MacNeill resided near Glasgow.
Captain Gorrie was a keen sportsman and a famous

athlete. He was a strongly built man, proud and passion-
ate in manner, martial in demeanour, true and warm-
hearted in friendship. The first time he took a fancy to

tin- \\hitr pony was one day lu- \vuu-hi'd his men trying
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his spirited brown mare struck out of the hard and flinty

highway," might betray his whereabouts on the road.

Honest John's "racing and chasing" was along the same
route as Captain Gorrie's Ride so well poetized by
Mr. Pattison.

After, at dawn of day, the grim and dark shadows had
fled away, the Captain who on his fiery white charger
had tried racing conclusions with the ''stalwart horseman
that rode upon the giant black," Marcaiche an eich dhuibh

(Gorrie's and his pony's shadow) arrived at his stable

door "in haste, in heat, and disarray," but flushed with
the honours of having beat Beelzebub.

"In the sweetest bud
The eating canker dwells." Shakespeare.

As the rose grows on the thorn-bush and the sting guards
the honey, the sweetness of the gallant Captain's victory
was mingled with the heart-pang of seeing that his pony
bckn stumbled and fell :

"And there lay the steed with his nostril all wide
But through it there rolled not the breath of his pride:
And the foam of his gasping lay white on the turf,
And cold as the spray of the rock-beating surf." Byron.

The grieved Captain shrouded his faithful pony in his

martial cloak, and buried him with military honours.

The servants comforted the master, by maintaining that

the dauntless Highland pony had two hearts. Like

Ossian, after the Feinne, Captain Godfrey MacNeill lost

his eyesight, and died at a good old age a man of honour
and renown. His valet in his latter clays was Mr.
Alexander Kerr who read and wrote for him. Mr. Kerr
after that removed to liowmore and developed into a

farmer, sheriff- officer, and auctioneer, and being an ardent

admirer of his soldierly master's kind deeds and bra vr

acts he used to rehearse them in eloquent words. A
forgotten Islay bard, Neil MacQuilkin, Balvicar, com-
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gifts were of a very high order, She prepared 2 vols.,

of music, Gaelic and English words, arranged for the

pianoforte, and dedicated to J. F. Campbell, Esquire of

Islay. The work Twas published by Messrs. Swan &
Company, 4 Great Marlborough Street, London, W.
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